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In the domain of large-scale visualization instruments, Hybrid Reality Environments (HREs) are a 

recent innovation that combines the best-in-class capabilities of immersive environments, with the 

best-in-class capabilities of ultra-high-resolution display walls. HREs create a seamless 2D/3D 

environment that supports both information-rich analysis as well as virtual-reality simulation 

exploration at a resolution matching human visual acuity. Collaborative research groups in HREs 

tend to work on a variety of tasks during a research session (sometimes in parallel), and these 

tasks require 2D data views, 3D views, linking between them, and the ability to bring in (or hide) 

data quickly as needed. Addressing these needs requires a matching software infrastructure that 

fully leverages the technological affordances offered by these new instruments. 

In this dissertation, I detail the requirements of such infrastructure and outline the model of an 

operating system for Hybrid Reality Environments. I present an implementation of core 

components of this model, called Omegalib. I show how this implementation has been 

successfully used to create HRE visualizations for research, education and outreach. One key 

feature of Omegalib is its ability to support multiple applications running simultaneously on an 

HRE. This is a significant improvement compared to classic immersive systems, which normally 

support a single application at a time. HREs (and large displays in general) are ideal systems to 

support co-located collaboration, and the ability to run and control multi-application workspaces 

is key to effective work in this setting. However, enabling multiple immersive applications on a 

large display presents several challenges. I discuss our solution to these challenges and present 

an extension of Omegalib that supports fully dynamic, multi-view, multi-user immersion. I evaluate 

this new system, which I call Multiview Immersion (MVI) in a formal user study: two-user groups 

are asked to compare 3D sonar scans using MVI, single-view immersion and multiple views 
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without immersion (simulating a standard display wall). My objective is understanding the effect 

of MVI on analysis effectiveness, view usage and collaboration patterns compared to alternatives. 

MVI appears to reduce analysis error rates for this sample task and makes it more likely for both 

users to remain engaged with the analysis task.      

Intellectual Merit 

The work outlined in this dissertation extends the state of the art in large display software 

infrastructures, solves several limitations in current systems (lack of immersion support in multi-

window environments, single-application-only immersive environments) and provides an 

advanced platform for application development on Hybrid Reality Environments. Moreover, this 

work outlines a technique for describing co-located collaboration patterns with large displays, 

based on user gaze direction and communication activity.  

Broader Impact 

An operating system for Hybrid Reality Environments will accelerate research using these 

novel instruments in two ways. It will simplify and speed up the creation of domain-specific 

applications that make full use of HREs. And it will support co-located user groups tackling modern 

research, analysis or planning tasks requiring multiple heterogeneous data displays involving 

immersive and non-immersive views. The results of the user study presented in this work identify 

and describe features of co-located collaborative work within Hybrid Reality Environments that 

can be extended to large displays in general, and can guide the design of applications for these 

systems. 



 

 

 

1 

BACKGROUND 

Today, most scientific research involves the analysis of data of ever-increasing scale and 

complexity. This increase is driven by the continuing progress in the capabilities of scientific 

instruments, sensors and supercomputers, leading to the capture or simulation of events with a 

level of precision and resolution unseen in the past. However, our increased ability to capture 

data demands improvements in the ways we extract meaningful insights from it. The 2008 NSF 

Building Effective Virtual Organizations [1] and 2007 DOE Visualization and Knowledge discovery 

workshops [2] addressed this challenge, identifying the need for new visual approaches to data 

analysis. Large scale visualization instruments are among the available tools to tackle these new 

challenges. They are proven to enhance sensemaking for complex data [3]–[11] and are 

becoming increasingly essential to researchers, letting them transform raw data into discovery.  

In particular, immersive systems are an attractive option for exploring 3D spatial data such as 

molecules, astrophysical phenomena, and geoscience datasets [12] On the other hand, display 

walls with their high resolution help interpret large datasets, offering both overview and resolution, 

and can be used to lay out a variety of correlated visual data and documents for collaborative 

analysis [3], [11]. These advanced visualization tools are often leveraged through the 

concentrated effort of interdisciplinary teams: scientists from different backgrounds whose work 

involves large, heterogeneous data sources.  

 Evolution of Large-Scale Visualization Instruments 

The displays we typically use are part of a laptop, desktop or mobile device. These displays 

are based on LCD and more recently OLED technology and are getting both cheaper and higher-

resolution. However, despite these improvements the resolution of most of these displays rarely 

exceeds 4 Megapixels. In a research environment, it is not unusual to tackle datasets with 
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resolutions orders of magnitude larger than what is offered by traditional displays. These 

limitations become more evident when researchers need to analyze or compare multiple datasets 

simultaneously. A classical approach to work around these limitations is based on interactivity: 

the user selects or filters parts of the data in order to visualize a subset or a downsampled version 

of the original dataset. Panning and zooming on a map or large-scale image is an example we 

regularly encounter of subset visualization and downsampling. Switching between multiple views 

is another frequently used approach. These techniques are paired with a variety of interaction 

metaphors that depend on the input devices available to the user, including multitouch surfaces, 

gesture recognition and natural language processing [13]. Of course, well-designed interaction 

can increase the efficiency of accessing a large-scale datasets, but it inevitably places an 

additional burden on the user. Interaction is normally a conscious effort that increases the 

cognitive workload of a user. When dealing with simple data this effect can be minor, but it can 

potentially hinder complex analysis tasks [7]. Multi-monitor setups are a way to address resolution 

limits that are often employed in professional fields, and have been proven to increase the user’s 

ability to process complex workloads [9][4]. The small form factor of these display setups still limits 

their use to an individual operator. If a larger team wants to cooperate on data analysis discussion 

or planning, doing so in front of a smaller display designed for a single user quickly becomes 

cumbersome. Team members resort to using their own separate machines, which limits 

collaboration, or they share a single machine output through a large room display or overhead 

projector, bringing back the issues of inadequate resolution in addition to limiting interaction to 

one user. 
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 Display Walls 

The introduction of larger digital display surfaces in scientific work predates the widespread 

adoption of LCD screens. At the beginning of the 2000s, multi-projector systems, called 

Powerwalls  [14] were able to achieve resolutions of 10 to 20 Megapixels. Projectors were 

arranged linearly or in a grid, with overlapping areas carefully blended to approximate a seamless 

image spanning the entire projected area (Figure 1). The blending parameters would be 

readjusted regularly to account for projector shifts and changes in light or color output from each 

 

Figure 1. A rear-projected display wall at Argonne Visualization Lab 
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projector. This calibration process was eventually automated using camera feedback and image 

processing techniques. Despite these advancements, multi-projector systems required constant 

maintenance to mitigate these issues and achieve good output quality. Since they utilized off-the-

shelf projectors, they also suffered from low contrast ratio, limiting their use to dimly lit spaces. 

Commercial-grade projectors performed better but had a much higher initial cost and regularly 

needed expensive light bulb replacements.   

More recently, tiled LCD displays have become the primary technology used for building large 

scale, continuous display walls [15] (Figure 2). Bezels, one major limitation of flat panels as 

display wall building blocks, have become extremely thin, to the point of being eliminated almost 

completely in OLED displays, so the edge blending techniques required by multi projection 

systems are unnecessary. Color and luminance are easily calibrated and stay consistent for a 

 

Figure 2. The cybercommons display wall at the Electronic Visualization lab, displaying multiple views 
from a water chemistry dataset. The Cyber-Commons wall is a 22x10-foot tiled display wall composed 
for 18 thin-bezel LCD displays with support for polarized, stereoscopic 3D at a total resolution of 19 
Megapixels (8.5 Megapixels per eye) 
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long time, reducing maintenance efforts and improving color perception for visualization. LCD 

displays are used in some of the largest display walls currently in use, including the highest-

resolution system in the world as of 2016, the 1.5–Gigapixel Reality Deck at Stony Brook 

University [16], [17].  These systems allow researchers to analyze extremely large datasets at 

their native resolution or near to it, offering both detail and context across the entire dataset. 

Thanks to their diffusion it is more common to see them now integrated in the workflow of research 

teams. 

 Immersive environments 

When computer-based Virtual Reality started to emerge in the late 80s, its most common 

implementation was the head-mounted display (HMD). Users would wear a helmet containing 

displays and special optics that rendered user-centered stereoscopic graphics. This technology 

 

 

Figure 3.  An image of the original CAVE system at the Electronic Visualization Lab. 
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produced impressive results at the time, introducing users to simulated worlds that, albeit primitive 

in terms of graphics, still offered a distinct sense of presence. However, besides the limits of real-

time 3D rendering, a significant drawback of HMD technology was its isolating nature. Within a 

virtual environment, all a user could experience was the virtual environment itself. Other people, 

the real environment and the user’s own body were excluded from it. Techniques to reproduce 

some of these features as artifacts of the VR scene were introduced but they could only partially 

replicate the real world within the virtual one. A revolutionary solution to this issue was, quite 

literally, to turn virtual reality technology inside-out with the creation in 1992 of the CAVE audio-

visual environment [18]. The first CAVE consisted of a partial cube (three side faces initially then 

extended to include floor and ceiling) 10 feet at each side. A set of projectors synchronized with 

shutter glasses provided stereoscopic graphics, while a magnetic tracking system adjusted the 

projection to match the user head position and orientation. Up to this point, only head-mounted 

displays offered a form of VR limited to a single user. With the CAVE, a group of people could, at 

least partially, get a shared experience of immersion.  Moreover, CAVE achieved through its 

multiple projectors a resolution of 4 Megapixels, an outstanding result at the time especially 

compared to the limited resolution of HMDs. Scientists could experience presence and embodied 

navigation within their dataset and they could easily manipulate features using a variety of tracked 

and non-tracked input devices. Researchers working with 3D spatial datasets such as 

astrophysical simulations, molecular structures and architectural models were some of the first to 

take advantage of this technology [12]. Being projector-based, CAVE suffered from the same 

issues we discussed with Powerwalls: poor color consistency, low brightness and contrast ratios. 

Alternative systems such as the C-Wall and later the GeoWall [19] simplified the design of CAVEs 

to limit them to a single 3D retro-projected surface using passive stereo technology. This led to a 

significant reduction in development cost and increased the flexibility of the system, since it could 
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also be used as a standard projected display. However, total resolution remained limited at ~1 

Megapixel.  

Modern versions of the CAVE such as the StarCave [20], Allosphere [21][22] or 6-sided 

CORNEA [23] use better projector technology yielding resolutions up to 100 Megapixels per eye. 

But their enclosed nature, space required for projector setup and need of a dimly lit environment 

hindered their adoption in everyday scientific work limiting them to occasional use. Modern high-

resolution CAVE variants are also still extremely expensive to setup and maintain. 

 Hybrid Systems 

Due to their features, Immersive systems and display walls reach their maximum potential 

when they are used to visualize specific, and distinct, kinds of data. Display walls, with their high 

resolution, are excellent tools for visualizing large 2D datasets, abstract or multivariate data or for 

performing comparative analysis of multiple datasets. Immersive environments such as CAVEs 

are best used on 3D datasets and scientific visualization applications thanks to their ability to 

show user-centered stereoscopic 3D, naturalistic interaction and navigation., However, their 

applicability to information visualization, albeit tested [24][25] remains limited by their lower 

resolution.  

What if we were to combine all these capabilities into a single, new display system offering 

the best features of both display walls and immersive environments in order to leverage the 

strength of both technologies at the same time? Of course, beyond the technical feasibility of such 

a display system, we first need to determine whether this hybrid display modality would be useful. 
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 Benefits of Hybrid Visualization 

The effectiveness of presenting data in different modalities has been the subject of previous 

research. 2D views have been found to be better when used to establish precise relationships 

between data, and for visual search ([26], [27]), while 3D is very effective for approximate 3D 

manipulation and navigation, especially with the use of appropriate cues, like shadows. In [28] it 

is suggested that combining both views leads to good or better analysis and navigation 

performance than using 2D or 3D alone. These findings are confirmed in [28], where in an air 

traffic control  simulation 2D displays proved to be better for checking aircraft speed and altitudes 

while 3D was best used to perform collision avoidance 

Bowman et al. have conducted extensive research on the advantages, challenges and best 

practices on hybrid 2D/3D visualization, proposing a taxonomy for Information-Rich Virtual 

Environments (IRVEs). In [29] the authors categorize visualizations depending on the physical 

and logical positioning of 2D and 3D displays, and in [24] they present a hybrid molecular 

visualization application for the CAVE system [18] that statically assigns 2D and 3D content to 

CAVE walls.  
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Figure 4  A concept illustration of the OmegaDesk: both displays support stereoscopic 3D. The bottom 
screen is touch-enabled. The user head and hands positions are detected by a set of marker-based or 
markerless tracking devices. The separate inputs make it possible to create hybrid interaction 
techniques with the system. 

  

Figure 5. Two examples of OmegaDesk applications. On the left: a flow analysis tool visualizing water 
flow data from Corpus Christi Bay, Texas. The top screen displays a 3D view of the region and water 
streamlines. The bottom screen allows the user to create multiple scatterplots of the data. The user 
can 'Paint' regions of the scatterplots through touch, and have the corresponding streamlines displayed 
on the top view. On the right: an educational application illustrating the components of blood. The 
bottom panel is used to show a blood stream with flowing parts that the user can touch. Selecting one 
of the elements shows its 3D model on the top display. The user rotates the model through hand 
gestures. 
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 The OmegaDesk: A Hybrid Display Workspace 

In order to evaluate some of the uses of hybrid visualization, in 2010 the Electronic Visualization 

Lab designed and implemented a small-scale single user hybrid display system called 

OmegaDesk [30]. The OmegaDesk prototype is a hybrid, 2D/3D work desk that enables users to 

work seamlessly with 2D content (such as text documents and web browsers), as well as 3D 

content (such as 3D geometry and volume visualizations), and integrates multi-touch-sensitive 

surfaces (Figure 4). OmegaDesk consists of two high-definition stereo displays, one positioned 

horizontally in a 45-degree angle and another positioned vertically in front of the user. The bottom 

display is enhanced with a touch sensing overlay; additionally, the position of the user head and 

hands are tracked using either a marker-based or markerless tracking system. This combination 

of heterogeneous display and interaction devices made it possible to create hybrid applications 

that used immersive and non-immersive device features, as shown in Figure 5. Various 

operational modes could be envisioned on systems like the OmegaDesk depending on the nature 

of data to be displayed and user’s needs (Table I). 

 

Operational Mode Potential Application Usage 

Top 3D, Bottom 3D Fully immersive mode. Ideal for applications that require navigation thru a 
virtual space or bringing 3D objects close-up for manipulations, etc. 

Top 3D, Bottom 2D 3D Viewer mode. The vertical display is used to visualize 3D objects and 
worlds, while the horizontal display can be used to control aspects of the 

visualization. 

Top 2D, Bottom 3D ‘Bathtub’ mode. The horizontal display is used to look at 3D data bottom-
down, like looking at a fish tank from top and the vertical display is used to 

look at 2D projections or slices of the data. 

Top 2D, Bottom 2D Touch augmented desktop / cubicle mode. The vertical display is the wall 
of the cubicle while the horizontal display is like a giant iPad where 

document editing and manipulation can be performed. 

Table I. Operational modes of the OmegaDesk 
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 Hybrid Reality Environments 

The technology driving tiled display walls is progressing at a fast pace, while costs per-display 

are significantly reducing. As we discussed, LCD and OLED displays with slim bezels are 

becoming common, increasing the effective area of display walls while reducing content-bezel 

overlap. Several manufacturers also introduced thin-bezel panels with built-in support for passive 

stereoscopic 3D [31]. Such recent advancements made it conceivable to merge the best-in-class 

capabilities of immersive Virtual Reality systems, such as CAVEs, with the best-in-class 

capabilities of Ultra-high-resolution Display Environments thus creating a conceptually new 

display instrument that blurs the line between immersive systems and display walls. I will refer to 

them as Hybrid Reality Environments (HREs).  Hybrid Reality environments have five main 

characteristics: 

1. A large, high-resolution display that approaches the sphere of influence and perception of 

a human [32], while providing a pixel density that comes close to matching the visual acuity of the 

human visual system. 

2. Support for stereoscopic rendering for 3D datasets. The benefit of stereoscopy is not limited 

to 3D datasets however. 2D representations can greatly benefit from stereoscopy, providing an 

extra perceptual channel to encode additional data (such as time). 

3. Support for naturalistic interactions: to offer a truly hybrid 2D/3D visualization platform, such 

environments should support a wide variety of interactions, including keyboard/mouse, 6 degrees-

of-freedom joysticks, head tracking for a viewer-centered perspective, and voice-activated 

interfaces. The appropriate configuration is, of course, application dependent. 
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4. A space that encourages and facilitates collaboration for a co-located scientific team. The 

ability to solve complex research problems is quite often a group endeavor. A Hybrid Reality 

environment should offer a workspace analogous to a ‘digital war room’ [33], where multiple 

surfaces (including tables and walls) become active, functional tools for the research group’s 

work. The space should simplify the integration of digital and analog work artifacts, for instance    

allowing users to bring their own laptops, paper documents etc. and easily integrating them into 

the collaboration. This is more of an architectural / design objective than a technical one, but I still 

consider this essential to the success of HREs. A Hi-Tech work area that doesn’t provide an 

inviting space where scientists can comfortably sit together, analyze, and interpret data won’t be 

used often once its novelty wears off. 

These characteristics synergize the capabilities of virtual reality and high-resolution tiled-wall 

displays, giving rise to a qualitatively distinct display environment that combines the best of two 

worlds. The fusion of these two formerly separate modalities results in a hybrid environment that 

is capable of rendering large volumes of data, while catering to the distinct visualization and 

interaction requirements of different classes of data including 2D, 3D, multidimensional, and 

temporal datasets. 
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 The CAVE2 Hybrid Reality Environment 

 

Figure 6. A picture of the implemented CAVE2 Hybrid Reality Environment. Compared to the projection-
based original CAVE, CAVE2 uses passive stereoscopic LCDs offering increased resolution, easier color 
calibration 

 

The CAVE2 system at the Electronic Visualization Lab was the first implementation of a full-

scale Hybrid Reality Environment. Unveiled in 2012, the CAVE2 system is based on a cylindrical 

setup composed by 18 columns of 4 displays each. This arrangement provides a panoramic view 

of 320 degrees. Each 4-display column is driven by a separate computer in an 18-machine cluster, 

plus a head node. The 72 near-seamless passive displays have a resolution of 1366x768 pixels 

each and provide an aggregate resolution of 36 Megapixels per eye (74 MP total), almost 10 times 

the 3D resolution of the original CAVE. To an observer at the center of the system, this design 
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provides a horizontal visual acuity of 20/20. CAVE2 uses an optical motion tracking system 

consisting of ten Vicon Bonita infrared cameras arranged in a circular configuration above the 

displays. Retroreflective markers are used to track the position and orientation of the primary 

viewer's head and the navigation controllers. As the main interaction device, multiple tracked 

wands can be used within CAVE2. The wands are built using off-the-shelf game controllers. The 

wands provide 8 digital and 3 analog input channels, plus 6-DOF tracking. 

The success of the EVL CAVE2 led to its commercialization [34], and several installations, 

following the original design with minor variations, have been built since 2012. Hybrid Reality 

Environments with different geometries such as the planar Cyber-CANOE [35] and curved 

CALIT2 WAVE [36] have also been developed. 

 Benefits of Hybrid Reality Environments 

The power of Hybrid Reality environments stems from their ability to support distinct 

visualization and interaction styles while simultaneously catering to different classes of data. This 

gives them an edge in modern scientific inquiries where several heterogeneous data sources 

must be collectively visualized and analyzed.  

Modern scientific projects require the analysis of several datasets. These datasets often 

depict different phenomena and comprise a wide range of variables. Scientists not only want to 

look at one isolated variable in one dataset at a time; they often need to do integrative analysis 

where elements from heterogeneous data sources are linked and analyzed collectively in order 

to uncover hidden relationships and generate insights.  
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As discussed, a defining feature of HREs is offering a space that encourages collaboration. 

The benefits of co-located collaborative work have been analyzed in a variety of contexts like 

design [33], software development [37], and engineering [38][39]. Advantages of co-location 

include reduced communication friction (users more than 30 meters away are effectively remote 

[40]) and distributed cognition: teammates exploit features of the social and physical world as 

resources for accomplishing a task [41]. 

Effective visualization in large-scale environments is an area of ongoing investigation, and its 

requirements have been explored in the past. In terms of data size and format, some researchers 

need to analyze datasets whose size surpasses the resolution of even a large high-resolution 

display [42]. Others find a large display ideal for comparative visualization, displaying alternate 

versions of similar data like brain scans [43] or building models [39]. Lastly, large display surfaces 

can help aggregate heterogeneous data about a specific phenomenon [44]. This third scenario 

(heterogeneous multiple views) is the most common [45]–[47]. In terms of  effectiveness, large 

high-resolution displays appear to suffer from diminishing returns once past a certain size and 

resolution, if their use is limited to single-user applications [48][49]. These observations 

underscore how one of the best uses for large high-resolution displays is as collaborative tools, 

dedicated to visualizing heterogeneous data or multiple views of the same dataset.  

In [45], the authors note how researchers leverage large display surfaces to efficiently 

organize team work. The displays facilitate this by offering a physically suitable space to lay out 

large amounts of information. Part of the work is spent with each user individually working on a 

separate part of the display. Another part is dedicated to collaborative data consolidation and 

analysis, so everybody in the group can aggregate and discuss partial findings. During this kind 

of work, researchers often need to bring in new data and documents from their laptops or from 
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the web: thus, a single pre-packaged application running on a large display rarely covers the full 

needs of a research group. Important factors for an efficient co-located collaborative space are, 

among others, the physical design of the space (space should support both the work of the entire 

team, and separate sub-teams), and its reconfigurability (both physical and at the software level). 

 Towards and Operating System for Hybrid Reality Environments 

Naturally, hardware is only half of the equation. To fully take advantage of these novel 

technological affordances we need a matching software infrastructure that facilitates scientific 

work within HREs. This infrastructure should be tailored to the real-world needs of research 

teams, taking into account the way users interact with the instrument, with their applications and 

with co-located or remote members of their team. 

So far, software development for display walls and immersive systems has followed 

independent paths. On display walls, the focus has been on supporting scalable ultra-high 

resolution visualization, enabling and managing multiple views of heterogeneous datasets and 

co-located collaboration. On immersive environments, the effort is to provide low latency viewer 

centered stereo, naturalistic interaction and remote collaboration. 

What is now needed is a convergence in software design for display walls and immersive 

environments: The integration of display wall software, an immersive environment framework and 

additional components into an “operating system” for Hybrid Reality Environments to promote the 

creation of hybrid reality visualizations that make the full use of the capabilities of HREs. This 

operating system aims to solve two major challenges with alternative approaches. 
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 Dynamic View Allocation 

Although an HRE is capable of displaying 2D and 3D content at the same time, existing display 

software relies on static configurations describing how the physical display space should be split 

into 2D and 3D views. Multiple predefined configurations give the end users some flexibility, but 

require restarting and resetting all running applications.  

Application users need access to a system that lets them easily and seamlessly manage 

display space and content. We can for instance consider a structural engineering task: Engineers 

want to compare different designs of a building, load a digital model, and explore it in full-scale in 

the Hybrid Reality environment. They then decide to compare two variants of the design side-by-

side, splitting the available screen space in two. Different users from the team explore the 

structures separately, while discussing their design. The group then chooses to look at pictures 

of the target site: they hide one of the 3D visualizations, and use the now available screen space 

to share photographs. The team splits again, with one group discussing the site while another 

user navigates the building model. The user notices a flaw in the design and interrupts the rest of 

the team. He uses a virtual slicing plane to generate a section of the building that gets displayed 

on a separate 2D view. The team now brings up the alternate design again, observes the two 3D 

visualizations and a set of 2D sections, until they agree on one of the design variants. Before 

closing the meeting, they display this variant on the full display again, and mark a few points for 

future revision. 

We can observe this kind of work pattern in research groups in a variety of disciplines. Co-

located collaboration often entails multiple phases that alternate full group work with individuals 

or sub-groups working in parallel: moreover the work may focus on a single issue, on different 
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views into that single issue, or on independent issues [37], [38], [46]:  the ability to easily re-

configure the display space is fundamental to support such heterogeneous tasks [33]. 

 Unified Interaction 

Another issue we must address is consistency of input and interaction modalities. While it’s 

possible to run classic display wall software and immersive software together in an HRE system, 

the 2D and 3D portions of the display often rely on inconsistent interaction schemes: for instance 

a pointing device may use absolute movement on the 3D portion of the display and relative 

movement on the 2D part. Even worse, different physical interaction devices may be required to 

control the 2D and 3D view. In cases when a single device is used, interaction may lead to 

conflicting results (i.e. navigating a 3D view moves 2D views). 

An HRE operating systems also needs to provide an easy, yet powerful application 

programming interface (API) that developers can leverage to implement custom software. 

Immersive applications are often created to serve interdisciplinary research teams whose 

members may have limited programming experience. Applications also have a great variance in 

their complexity: some only need basic visualization and interaction with 3D models. Others 

require the implementation of complex and custom visualization techniques, need low-level 

access to the graphics API or need to use specialized visualization libraries. A way to satisfy these 

requirements is to provide a layered API, with multiple levels of access that offer a tradeoff 

between complexity and control. 

 Multiview Immersion 

It is of course possible to use an HRE like a classic immersive system, or use it as a classic 

display wall, making use of the wide variety of frameworks currently available to support these 
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systems. However, if we limit ourselves to leveraging existing tools, we lose the potential 

advantages HREs have by bringing these two modalities together. Joining those means enriching 

immersion with the support for multiple co-located views, applications and users.  I envision a 

system that allows users to use screen space afforded by a large display in an optimal way, as 

determined by the visualization they are using and by their preferred collaboration pattern. I want 

to achieve this objective without sacrificing immersion: views should be freely resizable and 

movable without leading to breaks in immersion. I also want to let users choose who is in the 

‘driver’s seat’ for each view, and make negotiation of the active user as simple as possible. I will 

refer to these features as multiview immersion (MVI). 

In order to fulfill these objectives, we need to address several technical challenges. How do 

we move and resize an immersive viewport on non-planar display geometries such as the one of 

CAVE2? How does navigation and head tracking work when an application viewport changes at 

runtime? Given the importance of framerate for immersive applications, how do we optimize 

hardware usage for multiple dynamic viewports (particularly when running on a cluster). 

Finally, we need to define some metrics for success. We need to demonstrate multiview 

immersion is significantly better than alternatives (classic immersion and classic multiview 2D) for 

one or more realistic usage scenarios. Given a real or synthetic co-located visual analysis task, 

the purpose of multiview immersion (and arguably hybrid environments) would be less clear if it 

does not lead to any meaningful change in performance. Furthermore, we want to understand the 

effect of multiview immersion on the collaboration behavior of users. Are researchers more likely 

to work in parallel or engage in discussions when they can control their own immersive views? 
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 Outline 

The next chapter will present an overview of existing software frameworks for Display Walls 

and Immersive Environments, focusing on the features that would make them candidates for a 

Hybrid Reality Environment operating system. I will show how no existing solutions achieves all 

the objectives I set forth in section 1.4. 

Chapter 3 describes my implementation of an operating system for hybrid reality 

environments, which I call Omegalib. The implementation was motivated by the need to support 

the OmegaDesk and CAVE2 systems at the Electronic Visualization lab, but has been since used 

in multiple systems and applications beyond EVL. I will discuss some of these use cases at the 

end of the chapter. 

Chapter 4 introduces both the design and implementation of Multiview Immersion. The 

implementation details will focus on how this technique was integrated in Omegalib framework. 

but I will underscore how MVI is not bound to any specific framework. While Omegalib, by design, 

provides several functionalities that make the implementation of multiview immersion easier, they 

could be reproduces in other environments as needed. I conclude this chapter with an evaluation 

of system performance for multiple immersive application running on a cluster-display system, to 

validate my implementation. 

In chapter 5 I will describe a user study plan to evaluate the effectiveness of multiview 

immersion compared to other techniques commonly used in large-scale displays (namely, 

multiple 2D views and a single immersive view).  I will detail the research questions and 

hypotheses that motivate the study and present the tools and methods used to answer them.  
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Chapter 6 will discuss the results of our user study, analyzing both the quantitative and 

qualitative data collected during the study sessions. I will use these results to address the 

questions identified in chapter 6, and I will use the collected data to discuss some additional (and 

in a few cases surprising) findings about multiview immersion. 

Chapter 7 will conclude this dissertation summarizing my work and results, and outlining a 

few future venues of research and applicability of mulitivew immersion.  
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RELATED WORK 

Existing software frameworks for large displays and immersive systems can be classified in a 

variety of ways. In [50], Chung et al. point out how a single taxonomy is insufficient to fully describe 

frameworks for cluster-based large display functionalities. They proposed a multi-faceted 

taxonomy that organized frameworks based on three dimensions: task distribution, input handling 

and programming model. In this review of prior work, I use a similar taxonomy, enriched with two 

additional dimensions: multiview support and immersion. The added dimensions allow us to better 

characterize different approaches of software frameworks on display walls and immersive 

environments.  

The following review of current software frameworks organizes the existing approaches into 

several classes, based on a few defining characteristics shared by multiple solutions. Each class 

can be described by one or more dimensions of the taxonomy presented in Table 2: for instance, 

all the frameworks classified as Transparent Primitive Distribution Frameworks have the same 

task distribution model (Distributed Render) and the same programming model (No API). In 

general, frameworks in the same class can be seen as different solutions to the same problem 

(porting legacy applications to a large display, improving cluster render performance, supporting 

immersion, etc.). Although the classification presented in this work is not the only possible one, it 

helps in clustering similar approaches together and providing a better description of the state of 

the art.
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Dimension Taxonomy Description 

Task 
Distribution 
Model 

Distributed 
application 

An instance of the application runs on each cluster node. Head node 
takes care of synchronization and message passing. Reduces 
network usage, but duplicates part of the workload on all nodes. 

Distributed 
Renderer 

Application runs on the head node. The head node distributes 
drawing primitives to the cluster nodes, which act as lightweight 
renderers. Requires more bandwidth but consumes less processing 
resources on the rendering nodes. 

Input 
Handling 

No Input Handling Input handling is completely left to the application developer. 

2D Event Handling 

The framework provides functionality for handling 2D-type input 
(mouse pointers, touch, etc.). The input is typically used to handle 
2D content or interact with a classic 2D graphical user interface. 

3D Event Handling 

The framework provides functionality for handling 3D-type input 
(tracked devices with six degrees of freedom, wands, 3D gesture 
interfaces etc.). The input is typically used to control manipulation 
and navigation in 3D environments, but can also be re-mapped to 
2D input on virtual of physical surfaces. 

Hybrid / Extensible 
Event Handling 

The framework supports both 2D and 3D input capability, usually 
through an abstracted input event syntax. The event handling 
machinery is extensible to new event types and to new logical or 
physical input devices. 

Programming 
Model 

Transparent / No 
API 

The framework is designed as a transparent layer that handles 
application execution and / or rendering on the display cluster. It 
simplifies porting of legacy applications, usually at the cost of 
efficiency and / or flexibility. 

Low-level API 

A minimal API is provided, usually consisting of a set of simple 
callback-style interfaces that developers use to implement 
application logic. And low-level primitive-based drawing. Makes it 
moderately easy to port legacy applications and gives developer 
some control over the environment, but provides no utility APIs 
(rendering, scene, input handing, etc.) 

Medium-level API 

The framework provides one or more APIs that assist application 
development using higher-level concepts like a scene graph, user 
interface widgets, etc. Legacy applications cannot easily be ported. 

High-level API 

In addition to the medium-level API, the framework provides access 
to higher level functionality like a scripting engine, visual scene 
editor, pre-made application modules and plugins, etc. Frameworks 
with high-level APIs may force a specific application model and 
sacrifice some flexibility in exchange for ease of creating new 
applications. 

Multiview 
Support 

No Multiview 
Only one application at a time can run and control the entire display 
surface. Switching applications or display configurations typically 
requires restarting the framework runtime. 

Static Multiview 

Multiple views (from the same or multiple applications) can share 
the display, but their viewports are fixed at configuration or startup-
time. Viewports cannot be moved or resized. 

Dynamic Multiview 
Multiple views can share the display and can be moved / resized 
freely like classic windows on a desktop. 
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Dimension Taxonomy Description 

Immersion 
Support 

No Immersion 
The framework is only capable of displaying 2D views, or non-
immersive 3D views (similar to 3D graphics on a standard display) 

Basic Immersion The framework supports the display of stereoscopic 3D views. 

Advanced 
Immersion 

The framework can display user-centered stereoscopic 3D views 
and supports advanced immersive capabilities like head tracking, 
tracked navigation/manipulation, positional audio, etc. 

Table II. The multi-dimensional taxonomy used to describe the existing large display / immersive software 
frameworks. 

 Transparent Primitive Distribution Frameworks 

Transparent Primitive Distribution Frameworks are designed mainly to port legacy 

applications to large displays, have a fully transparent API (matching the underlying graphics 

system API, like OpenGL) and use graphic primitives as the unit of distribution. 

 Chromium 

Based on the earlier WireGL library [51], Chromium is a widely used transparent OpenGL 

framework for large display applications [52]. Chromium works by intercepting and replacing 

OpenGL library calls, so OpenGL applications can be executed through the Chromium runtime 

without modifications. When an OpenGL application runs on a cluster head node, Chromium 

intercepts OpenGL calls using Stream Processing Units (SPUs). SPUs are used to manipulate 

the stream of OpenGL primitives. On a tiled display configuration, the tilesort SPU, performs a 

sort-first partition of the geometry and passes the OpenGL command stream to the display nodes. 

Another Chromium component running on display nodes (crServer) receives the command 

stream and performs the actual rendering. A configuration server running on the head node, called 

the mothership, manages information about the configuration of the display and controls 

execution. 
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Chromium is a practical and simple tool for transparently running legacy OpenGL applications 

on a large display, but introduces significant overheads that make it unsuitable for dynamic, large 

data visualization. Intercepting rendering commands in the head node is an expensive operation, 

especially when OpenGL is used in immediate mode and primitives are forwarded on a vertex-

by-vertex basis. Given its reliance on distributing graphics commands for each frame,   

Chromium’s performance is often bound to network bandwidth availability. Additionally, since 

Chromium must intercept OpenGL function calls, it only work for applications using functions 

wrapped by the Chromium/OpenGL API. Since the OpenGL API is extensive and constantly 

evolving, several features typical of modern OpenGL implementations, such as Vertex Buffer 

Objects, Occlusion Queries and Programmable Shaders are not supported by Chromium. 

 ClusterGL 

The ClusterGL middleware [53] uses a transparent wrapping approach similar to Chromium’s, 

but uses several optimizations to reduce network usage such as multicast, frame differencing and 

compression. Frame differencing and compression make it possible to use intra-frame coherency 

to reduce data transfers by creating delta representations of the changes between frames. The 

tradeoff of this approach is the increased load on the head node due to computation of deltas. 

Benchmarks by ClusterGL authors show that, for most applications, ClusterGL outperforms 

Chromium applications. The performance difference increased with more complex scene 

geometries and more display nodes. 

 Distributed Compositing Managers 

Distributed Compositing Managers make it possible to use a cluster-based display as a large 

seamless “desktop environment”, where multiple applications can run in separate windows whose 

layout is controlled by the user. These frameworks usually expose a minimal API and use pixel 
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streams as the unit of distribution. They also offer some form of 2D input support, to make window 

management possible. 

 

 SAGE 

The Scalable Adaptive Graphics Environment (SAGE) is a widely used middleware for driving 

multiview large scale displays. [54]. Prior to SAGE, software to drive tiled displays operated like 

DOS in the 1980s, running only a single application at a time, and occupying the entire wall. SAGE 

turns a tiled display wall into a multitasking environment that enables multiple users to maximally 

take advantage of the vast resolution and screen size and operate multiple applications 

simultaneously. It permits them to juxtapose multiple visualization and data products side by side 

for analysis. The SAGE implementation has three main components: the Free Space Manager, 

 

Figure 7. SAGE used for teaching on the EVL Cybercommons wall. 
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SAGE Receivers and the SAGE Application Interface Library (SAIL). The SAGE Receivers are 

the individual clients running on each display node and receiving pixel streams. The Free Space 

Manager is the distributed window manager that handles output viewports and routes pixel 

streams to the appropriate clients. Applications use SAIL to generate an additional frame buffer. 

Once drawing for a frame is done, the application is in charge of copying the frame data to the 

SAIL frame buffer. Pixels in a SAIL frame buffer are divided in blocks and streamed to the SAGE 

receivers on the nodes corresponding to the output viewport of the application on the tiled display. 

A single application could also be running on a distributed system, with separate instances 

generating separate parts of the frame buffer. The Free Space Manager takes care of routing and 

organizing the pixel streams accordingly, to generate a final consistent image on the display 

nodes. The SAGE distribution includes several standard applications like picture and video 

viewers, remove desktop streaming tools and mouse pointer sharing applications. SAGE support 

2D input from multiple devices and users. For instance, it is possible to have two users controlling 

window placement on a display simultaneously, with one user interacting with windows directly 

through a touch overlay and another controlling them using the mouse pointer on his or her laptop. 

While SAGE integration requires applications to be modified to use the SAIL interface, several 

tools provided with the SAGE distribution make the environment easier to use. For instance, 

OpenGL applications can run on a SAGE system with minimal modifications, thanks to a wrapper 

layer that translates OpenGL buffer swaps into the appropriate SAIL commands.  
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 SAGE2 

The next version of SAGE maintains several of the successful features of its predecessor, but 

its implementation is radically different. The increased power and flexibility of web technologies 

made it possible to create a distributed tiled-display window manager running entirely inside a 

browser [55]. A central manager similar to the SAGE FSManager handles synchronization across 

browser instances running on separate machines, allowing web-based applications to run across 

an entire display wall (Figure 8). Applications are developed using Javascript, making it much 

easier to deploy and run them on a wide variety of systems. SAGE2 also supports advanced 

remote collaboration features, including synchronized application between tiled displays of 

different size, laptops tablets and any other device capable of running a browser [56][57]. 

 

 

Figure 8. An example of a SAGE2 session running multiple applications including an image viewer, video 
player, remote browser and 3D model viewer. All applications are developed using Javascript, using 
standard web technologies. 
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 DisplayCluster 

DisplayCluster is an interactive visualization environment for cluster-driven tiled displays [44]. 

It provides a desktop-like windowing system similar to SAGE. In addition to managing window 

content based on pixel streams, DisplayCluster provides a built-in media viewer optimized for the 

display of ultra-high resolution images with dynamic zooming. Similar to SAGE, DisplayCluster 

provides a python-based scripting interface that can be used to program and control interaction. 

 Commercial Solutions 

Research around tiled-display software is reaching a mature point. Together with the wider 

diffusion of large high-resolution displays, this favored the emergence of multiple commercial 

solutions for managing content on such platforms.  Systems like Oblong Industries Mezzanine 

[58], Bluescape [59] and Multitaction Cornerstone [60] offer a polished content and collaboration 

platform for large displays. While they offer better technical support, security and reliability, these 

solutions do not differ significantly from their research counterparts in terms of features. 

 Parallel Rendering Frameworks 

Parallel Rendering Frameworks can be used to create applications that make efficient use of 

a cluster rendering and computation resources. They tend to expose a low-level generic API that 

gives users a lot of control and flexibility on implementation. They may use a Distributed 

Application distribution model but they are typically flexible enough to let the developer control 

the details of distribution and parallelization. Parallel Rendering Frameworks can be used to 

create 2D or 3D applications. 

 Equalizer 

Equalizer is a framework for scalable parallel OpenGL rendering [61]. It provides an API to 

create OpenGL multi-pipe applications for cluster-based large displays and immersive systems. 
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Equalizer provides a runtime environment that applications can use to distribute their execution. 

The runtime consists of a messaging layer, a basic display management layer capable of creating 

graphic viewports and managing contexts, and a multi-threaded set of callbacks that developers 

use to implement application logic and rendering across cluster nodes. While applications running 

on Chromium are still fundamentally running on a single node (up to the point of primitive 

generation), the graphical part of an Equalizer application is distributed across all the nodes that 

are in charge of rendering. These can be nodes plugged to an output display or dedicated 

machines in a rendering cluster. Therefore, Equalizer application can reduce computation steps 

and workload in the head node and instead of transmitting low-level graphics commands, the 

head node can send higher level of graphics calls to reduce network traffic.  

A dedicated configuration server manages the utilization and load balancing of the display 

cluster resources. An extended configuration syntax makes it possible to define pixel-generating 

channels (the application rendering nodes) and output channels (the display nodes). Channels 

can be linked by compound trees that specify how frames should be generated, and can be used 

to define various task decomposition techniques for parallel rendering (sort-first, sort-last, tile load 

balancing, pixel compounds). To add Equalizer capabilities to an application, developers use an 

API akin to GLUT but finer-grained. The API consists of sub-classes that present abstraction of 

windows, displays, machines and single GPU units. Equalizer also offers several additional 

libraries that simplify the implementation of features often present in distributed graphical 

applications, such as a serialization library, multi-threading primitives and logging. Since it 

leverages the OpenGL API on the host system, Equalizer supports all modern OpenGL features. 
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 CGLX 

The Cross-Platform Cluster Graphics Library (CGLX) provides a minimally invasive OpenGL 

programming model aimed at supporting high-performance rendering on a display cluster [62]. 

Nodes in the display cluster maintain each an independent OpenGL context, and use a custom 

communication layer provided by CGLX to exchange synchronization messages. CGLX exposes 

most of the standard OpenGL and GLUT APIs, and works by intercepting and re-implementing 

some draw callbacks and view-related OpenGL functions.  

Nodes in a display cluster using CGLX can be connected to multiple displays. CGLX uses 

multiple thread to make efficient use of the CPU and GPU resources of each node. CGLX lets 

developers control individual rendering thread, giving users fine-grained control over the 

visualization. A tool included in the CGLX distribution provides a graphical interface to simplify 

display configuration (a process typically done through manual editing of configuration files). With 

this tool, developers can configure the display system by adjusting various display parameters 

including size of bezels, resolution of displays, and arrangement of the display array. The tool 

also allows to preview an application switching between different configurations. The framework 

can handle input event streams from multiple input servers and handles a variety of 2D input 

devices An extension of the framework called CGLXTouch adds support for multitouch displays 

such as tabletops and hand-held displays [63].  

 MPIglut 

Similar to CGLX, MPIglut supports running applications on cluster based large displays 

providing an OpenGL/GLUT-compatible API. Unlike CGLX, which uses its own communication 

layer, MPIglut uses the standard Message Passing Interface (MPI) library for network 

communication [64]. While fully transparent approaches like Chromium work by intercepting 
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function calls at runtime, with MPIglut users need to recompile OpenGL code and explicitly link it 

against the MPIglut library.  

 FlowVR Render 

While Chromium distributed raw  primitives to rendering nodes, FlowVR [65] uses a sort-first 

parallel rendering algorithm: FlowVR distributes resources in a higher level format based on 

assets (vertex buffers, textures, shaders, shader properties) and simple draw commands using 

those assets. This distribution model reduces bandwidth requirements, simplifies the sort-first 

step (which works on vertex buffer bounds instead of filtering single OpenGL commands) and 

exploits the GPU’s shader capabilities. A FlowVR application is made of two separate 

components: a Viewer and a Renderer.  The Viewer component run the application logic, creates 

assets and issues draw commands to be distributed to Renderers. The Renderer component 

receives assets and commands from Viewers and is in charge of rendering content destined to a 

specific tile. Developers can select the appropriate rendering strategy based on the kind of 

application they need to support. Strategies change based on how the Renderer and Viewer 

modules are distributed across nodes in the rendering cluster.  

 Distributed Scene Graphs 

Distributed Scene Graphs are a “specialized” subset of Parallel Rendering Frameworks that 

specifically target 3D application development. Distributed Scene Graph frameworks expose a 

medium or high-level API and may include support for immersion or 3D input. 

 OpenSG 

The OpenSG framework implements a scene graph interface that explicitly supports 

multithreading and multi-node distribution [66], [67].  Each display node maintains a copy of the 
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scene graph in a serializable data format based on fields and field containers. Any change in the 

scene graph (node transformations, visual property changes, node additions / deletions) can be 

represented as one or more field changes in a set of containers. Each display node runs a process 

which synchronizes the scene graph based on the change set forwarded from the head node. 

User applications can also synchronize custom data by implementing additional classes that use 

the field container specification. Due to the overhead in synchronization and update of the 

distributed scene graph, very dynamic visualizations may not run efficiently with OpenSG. To 

mitigate this drawback and reduce network bandwidth, change sets can be compressed before 

transmission and forwarded using multicast. Both sort-first and sort-last parallel rendering 

algorithms are supported. OpenSG is built on top of the OpenGL API: applications can access 

the underlying OpenGL implementation directly, offering finer control over rendering when 

required. 

 Garuda 

Garuda is built on top of the OpenSceneGraph (OSG) toolkit [68], a widespread scene graph 

rendering and utility library [69]. Similar to what Chromium does for OpenGL, Garuda enables 

legacy OSG applications to run on cluster-based display without the need to recompile or alter 

their code. Garuda takes care of detecting and synchronizing changes in the scene graph using 

multicast communication to the display nodes. The framework replaces the standard 

OpenSceneGraph cull draw and swap operations with specialized versions that optimize tile-

based frustum culling [70].  

 Wall Application Frameworks 

Wall Application Frameworks are designed to simplify the creation of 2D applications for large, 

cluster-driven displays. They may offer some multiview capability like Distributed Compositing 
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Managers, but sacrifice some of their flexibility to provide a higher-level (and possibly domain-

specific) API. 

 jBricks 

jBricks is a Java framework for 2D drawing on large scale cluster driven display walls [71]. 

jBricks supports interaction with heterogeneous input devices  and integrates the 2D graphics 

rendering API of ZVTM [72], a powerful toolkit for developing information visualization 

applications. jBricks requires small changes to a single-display ZVTM program, mostly related to 

initialization and callback management. Several standard 2D graphic primitives supported by Java 

(bitmaps, text, widgets) are available in jBricks, embedded in objects called glyphs. Glyphs are 

distributed through JGroups multicast communication, and visualized on viewports that span one 

or more tiles in a display wall. Viewports can also contain other viewports to increase the flexibility 

of visualization layouts. Each display node performs 2D culling on the viewport area within its tile 

or tiles. jBricks also provides a specialized input server called jBIS, which supports a variety of 

2D input devices such as tablets and game controllers, and can connect to other input data 

sources using the TUIO protocol [73].  

 Shared Substance 

Shared Substance is a middleware for developing flexible interactive multi-surface 

applications [74]. One of the objectives of shared substance is to make it possible to create 

dynamically reconfigurable environments where software and interaction is distributed across 

heterogeneous devices (display walls, smartphones, multitouch tables), and where hardware and 

software features can be added and removed at runtime. Shared substance utilizes a tree 

representation of applications, display and input resources. Nodes represent data, while the 

connections between nodes represent message exchange paths between different components 
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in the environment. Nodes support the connection to facets, which represent the programmable 

entry-points of the application setup. Facets can be used to run scripts, launch applications, setup 

data sharing points and so on. Adding, removing and modifying nodes or facets in the three 

reconfigures the application or its execution environment at runtime. Multiple shared substance 

processes running on different machines, can be linked together through a discovery process and 

can share their node/facet trees through a process akin to mounting a drive or filesystem in Linux. 

Mounted trees can be replicated locally, or can exist as proxies that exchange messages with the 

remote tree location.  

The authors of shared substance show how the proposed model can be used to implement 

both a distributed scene graph and synchronize multiple instances of a non-distributed 

application. The Shared Substance middleware is created in python. It should be underscored 

that although Shared Substance uses a high level language and programming concepts, it does 

not expose a high-level API in the sense discussed in this chapter. Shared substance provides 

an environment to launch applications, coordinate their execution and share data/input, but 

developers are in charge of choosing the appropriate tools or libraries to develop the applications 

themselves.  

 MediaCommons 

MediaCommons is a middleware designed to simplify the creation of complex visualization 

applications for tiled display walls [75]. MediaCommons makes it possible to display and arrange 

2D content on a display wall, but does so without using the pixel streaming approach of SAGE. 

Rendering happens directly at the visualization nodes, with replicated renderable data objects 

that synchronize their content and are aware of the boundaries of the local display. 

MediaCommons’ approach is similar to the one use in jBricks and partially DisplayCluster, but 
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offers the additional capability of displaying 3D data, since the middleware is based on 

OpenSceneGraph. A limitation of this approach compared to distributed compositors like SAGE, 

is that rendering for all viewports happens within a single process: a resource-intensive view with 

a slow framerate would slow down the framerate of the entire wall display. 

 Immersive Application Frameworks 

Immersive Application Frameworks are aimed at creating 3D applications for immersive 

environments. These frameworks support advanced immersion features (as discussed in table 2) 

and are designed to handle 3D input. Immersive Application Frameworks expose heterogeneous 

APIs. Some have low-level APIs made of simple callbacks, designed to be as generic as possible. 

Others implement full scene graph APIs or ad-hoc visualization pipelines to allow for the rapid 

development of immersive applications in specific areas. 

 CAVELib 

CAVELib was originally developed as a dedicated API for the original CAVE system [76], [77]. 

The initial implementation of CAVELib was targeted at shared-memory system, but it has been 

extended to support fully distributed display clusters. At startup, an application is replicated and 

runs a separate instance on each node. As in other distributed application frameworks, application 

logic and rendering tasks are split and run in separate threads. CAVELib supports immersive 

interactive 3D application features like head tracking and off-axis projection. More advanced 3D 

functionality like navigation and object manipulation is left for application developers to implement. 

Although CAVELib only provides an OpenGL API for drawing; it supports integration with higher-

level libraries such as Performer and OpenSceneGraph. 
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 FreeVR 

FreeVR is an open source library for the creation virtual reality applications [78][79]. Like other 

VR frameworks, FreeVR abstracts interaction and display systems, supporting several common 

hardware interfaces out of the box. This allows FreeVR to be used with existing virtual reality 

systems, while making it possible to expand support to future environments. The FreeVR API is 

also designed to be compatible with CAVELib, simplifying the translation of legacy VR 

applications to this platform. Compared to some alternatives discussed in this section, FreeVR is 

a lower-level solution: It only provides basic hardware abstraction (akin to CAVELib). Higher level 

functions such as a scene graph, object manipulation, physics and collision detection are 

expected to be provided through the integration with other third-party libraries. Integrations 

commonly used with FreeVR are SGI's Performer, OpenSceneGraph (OSG) and the Delta3D 

system [80]. In this regard, FreeVR sits in the middle between basic libraries such as CAVELib 

and complete framework like VR Juggler or CalVR, offering a balance between flexibility and ease 

of use. The FreeVR API is in C and no bindings to other languages are not part of the core 

distribution. 

 VR Juggler 

The VR Juggler virtual reality toolkit [81] is based on a virtual platform framework. The virtual 

platform is constructed of two main components: the draw manager and the kernel. Every 

application acts as an application object in the form of a C++ object and the manager and kernel 

provide the application with interfaces to the graphics API and hard- ware devices respectively. 

The kernel executes application objects and handles communication between distributed 

managers. Each manager provides an abstraction layer on top of input devices, displays, 

networking, and windowing systems. Developers add support for new devices by creating a new 

manager through the VR Juggler API. Managers can be added or removed from the system at 
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run time. Developers can create applications combining the VR Juggler API with existing graphics 

libraries such as OpenSceneGraph and VTK [82],. Compared to other frameworks, VR Juggler is 

more effective in maintaining a stable frame rate since it replicates the full application across 

nodes. This makes it less sensitive to network issues or single-node bottlenecks. To further tune 

performance, VR Juggler offers a debugging and analysis tool called VjControl.  This tool collects 

performance data for an entire multi-node system like frame rendering times, GPU stalls etc.  

 CalVR 

CalVR (Figure 9) is a virtual reality middleware system based on OpenSceneGraph [83]. 

CalVR implements similar core functionality present in other immersive environment frameworks 

like CAVELib FreeVR and VR Juggler and adds a menu system, multiple user interaction and 

 

 

Figure 9. CalVR displaying a stereoscopic panorama inside the CAVE2 Hybrid Reality Environment 
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remote collaboration support. Applications are programmed using the OpenSceneGraph C++ 

API, plus several additional classes exposed by CalVR itself that handle 3D object manipulation, 

input and menu support. CalVR applications are implemented as plugins that can be loaded and 

unloaded at runtime. CalVR supports rendering stereo views for multiple users [84], but does not 

support fully separate views displaying independent immersive applications. 

 AVANGO 

AVANGO is a distributed scene-graph framework [85] and flexible display configurations for 

different types of cluster-based large displays. AVANGO uses a data distribution architecture 

similar to OpenSG, but is based on OpenSceneGraph and the Python scripting language. Python 

can be used to create entire applications through scripting, making the system easier to access 

for less technical developers. AVANGO integrates modules that implement utility functions for VR 

applications like 3D menu support, display setup and input device configuration. 

 Game Engines 

Game Engines such as Unity3D and Unreal Engine, offer some scalability and immersion 

support. Using third-party extensions, they can be adapted for larger cluster-based systems. They 

are designed to be used by artists so many of their capabilities are superfluous for scientific work, 

while other necessary features visualization (volume rendering, heterogeneous file formats, large-

scale data support) are missing. 
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 Review 

A summary of the reviewed software frameworks for large displays and immersive 

environments can be found in Table III. The last row of the table enumerates the features for a 

Hybrid Reality Environment Operating System. These features follow from the requirements we 

discussed in sections 2.4 and 2.5, and are detailed in the following sections. 

 Input Handling 

The HRE OS should handle both 2D and 3D input devices, events and interaction techniques. 

Depending on the execution environment, an application should be able to switch input devices 

Name Distribution Model Input Handling API 
Multiview 
Support 

Immersion Support 

Chromium, ClusterGL Render No Input Handling No API No Multiview No Immersion 

SAGE Render 2D Low Level Dynamic Basic Immersion 

DisplayCluster Render 2D Low Level Dynamic No Immersion 

Equalizer Both 2D Low Level Static Advanced Immersion 

CGLX Application No Input Handling Low Level Static No Immersion 

MPIglut Application No Input Handling Low Level No Multiview No Immersion 

FlowVR Render Render No Input Handling Low Level No Multiview No Immersion 

OpenSG, Garuda Render 2D Low + Medium Level No Multiview No Immersion 

jBricks Application 2D Medium Level No Multiview No Immersion 

Shared Substance Application Hybrid/Extensible Low Level Dynamic No Immersion 

MediaCommons Application 2D Low + Medium Level Dynamic No Immersion 

CAVELib, FreeVR, VR Juggler Both(Default=Application) 3D Low Level No Multiview Advanced Immersion 

CalVR Both(Default=Application) Hybrid/Extensible Low + Medium Level No Multiview Advanced Immersion 

AVANGO Application 3D High Level No Multiview Advanced Immersion 

HRE OS Both (Default=Application) Hybrid/Extensible Low + Medium + High Level Dynamic Advanced Immersion 

Table III. A summary of the reviewed software frameworks and middlewares, categorized based on the 
multi-dimensional taxonomy presented in this chapter. Features marked in green represent desirable 
features in a Hybrid Reality Operating System, based on the requirements described in the introduction. 
Note: frameworks identified as having both a renderer and application distribution model typically 
implement a distributed application approach (an instance of the application runs on each cluster node), 
but their API is flexible enough to decouple application logic from rendering when desired. Frameworks 
with a multi-level API expose optional higher-level interfaces that can be skipped when the programmer 
needs more control over the implementation. 
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without significant decrease in functionality or interaction efficiency. Since HRE systems exist at 

the intersection between 2D display walls and 3D immersive environments, HRE applications 

could make use of both 2D devices (mouse pointers, touch) and 3D devices (wands, markerless 

tracking systems, etc.). Choosing 2D interaction over 3D or vice-versa should only depend on 

application requirements and not on inherent limitations of the operating system. Given the variety 

of input devices that need to be supported, the input handing model should also be generic and 

extensible, allowing developers to integrate new devices as needed. 

 API Level 

As discussed in 2.4, a multi-layer API is a way to support developers with a broad range of 

requirements for their applications. A high level API provides a simple and quick access path to 

the HRE system. Lower level APIs provide flexibility at the cost of increased complexity. 

 Multiview Support  

In the background chapter, through examples and references to previous work, we also 

discussed the importance of letting users arrange visualizations on a large display as they see fit. 

Supporting this capability in an HRE operating system depends on two requirements. First, an 

interaction model should be provided to let users re-arrange content. Second, the operating 

system should use the layout information to optimize the use of rendering and computational 

resources in the HRE cluster.  

 Immersion Support 

The HRE operating system should support all the advances immersion features present in 

state-of-the-art immersive application frameworks such as multiple stereo rendering modes, user-
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centered stereo, head tracking, etc. Additionally, given the desire to support multiple HRE users 

simultaneously, the operating system should offer some form of multi-user immersion.   

 Distribution Model 

Ideally, the HRE OS should be flexible enough to support both a renderer-based and 

application-based application model. This can be achieved through application level replicated 

execution, if the operating system API is powerful enough to support asymmetric code execution 

and message passing between display and application nodes. In other words, user code should 

be ‘aware’ of its execution environment and have access to a low level API that supports 

implementing a distributed rendered model, if so desired.  

 Summary 

Of the features I outlined, multiview support, immersion and hybrid input handling represent 

the core foundation needed to build a multiview immersive system, as we will see in Chapter 4. A 

flexible API and distribution models are not strictly needed: they are enriching features that 

increase the flexibility and usefulness of my implementation. In particular, a flexible API aligns 

with the need I identified in 1.4 to provide different layers of access to a framework, catering to 

different categories of users and developers. 

The summary table illustrates how no existing software framework supports all the 

requirements for the HRE operating system described above. In particular, frameworks that 

support some form of multiview do not support immersion, and vice versa. 

In the next chapter I will describe our implementation of an operating system for hybrid reality 

environments that addresses the requirements described in Chapter 1 and formalized in this 
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chapter. This system is the foundation upon which Multiview Immersion is implemented, as I will 

detail in Chapter 4. 
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OMEGALIB: AN OPERATING SYSTEM FOR HYBRID REALITY ENVIRONMENTS 

During the development of the OmegaDesk hybrid workspace in 2010, we identified the need 

for a software framework to drive this novel platform. We planned for this framework to support 

interaction through the heterogeneous input technologies offered by OmegaDesk, including 

multitouch, marker-based and markerless tracking. Moreover, we required support for multi-

display rendering and various stereoscopic modalities.  

After an initial exploration of available frameworks, it became clear no single solution would 

support all our requirements, so we set out to design our own. At the same time, it was evident 

multiple software packages offered subsets of features that we found desirable. As we wanted to 

avoid re-engineering existing solutions, we chose to design a framework that would act as a set 

of abstractions and adapter interfaces to a variety of input, display and visualization libraries 

exposing their functionalities in a transparent way to OmegaDesk applications. This allowed us to 

select the libraries we found useful without committing to them, leaving the door open for 

replacement as new input or display technologies became available. It also made it possible to 

use complex libraries like the Visualization Toolkit [82] on devices that would normally not support 

them, with minimal changes to visualization applications code. We realized this design principle 

was useful beyond OmegaDesk, and we evolved our framework, called Omegalib to support our 

next large hybrid display environment, CAVE2. 
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As Figure 10 (right) shows, Omegalib acts as an abstraction layer between visualization 

hardware and user applications. Applications use the high-level graphics or visualization 

framework of their choice. Through a series of lightweight adapter modules, each framework 

interfaces with the Omegalib core, which in turn abstracts both the display and input capabilities 

of target hardware, simplifying porting applications across heterogeneous systems. This design 

  

 

  

Figure 10. (Top) The current landscape of visualization frameworks/toolkits: development is 
compartmentalized. (Bottom) Omegalib represents an integrated visualization ecosystem. Frameworks 
interface with the Omegalib core using lightweight adapter modules. The core provides a common 
messaging facility to tie applications together. Support for specific display/interaction devices is 
implemented once and is accessible to all frameworks. 
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principle is widely used: however, its implementation in Omegalib takes place at a higher level. 

Instead of abstracting basic concepts like graphical primitives or simple input events, we abstract 

full 3D objects, object hierarchies and logical input devices. This allows us to create simpler, 

lightweight adapters that leave the original frameworks in control of most of the rendering. This 

makes it comparatively easy to enable new frameworks and their applications to work with 

Omegalib. In the next section we will outline the HRE operating system model that Omegalib is 

based on. In section 4.2, we will discuss the Omegalib implementation, including details of the 

adapter layer implementation. 

 Design 

Figure 11 illustrates the conceptual structure of the Omegalib system, including its 

components and the connections between them and the Hybrid Reality Environment hardware. 

This structure derives both from the requirements we identified for an HRE OS and from best 

practices we observed in prior works including VR toolkits, distributed rendering systems and 

display wall control software.  The system consists of three main components: a runtime layer, an 

input manager and an application controller / message broker.  

The runtime represents the core of the HRE OS model: it implements both the hardware 

abstraction and adapter layers I presented in the previous section. Applications interact with the 

rest of the system through this runtime, either using one of the high level framework connected to 

it or through some utility API exposed  by the runtime itself (for instance to receive input, control 

the application state, interact with the abstract 3D scene etc.). The runtime controls the underlying 

graphical hardware, which can be a single computer, rendering cluster or streaming system. 

Control of graphical hardware is delegated to back-end adapters called Display Systems, as I will 
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discuss in section 3.2.1 One separate instance of the runtime exists for each application running 

on the system 

The input manager handles input streams from heterogeneous devices, and performs a first 

level of input processing, for instance merging input data coming from separate physical systems 

into logical input devices. The input manager routes input data to one or more applications, as 

determined by the Controller. I will detail our implementation of the input manager (called 

Omicron) in section 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 11. The high-level structure for a multi-view operating system for Hybrid Reality Environments. 
The core components of the operating system are: the distributed application runtime; a controller and 
inter-process communication (IPC) manager that handles application lifetime and communication 
between application instances; a distributed input manager capable of handling heterogeneous devices. 

HRE OS
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The Controller and inter-process communication component orchestrates the execution of 

multiple applications on the system and handles their lifetime. The controller offers a central 

messaging system that applications can used to exchange data with each other, making it 

possible to coordinate and link multiple visualizations. I discuss this functionality in 3.4. This 

component also handles the flow of data from the input manager to applications, routing different 

input devices to applications based on application-user associations. This feature is fundamental 

to the implementation of Multiview Immersion and will be detailed in Chapter 4. 

The three HRE OS components I outlined share one important characteristic: they are loosely 

coupled and designed to run independently from each other, in separate processes or even on 

separate machines. This guarantees the flexibility needed to support a wide range of hardware, 

from single computer systems to cluster installations with dedicated input, control and rendering 

units. When this flexibility is not needed, all components can also run within a single process as 

a normal application.  

 Runtime 

The default execution and rendering mode for Omegalib is replicated execution: each node in 

a display cluster runs an instance of the target application, while a master instance synchronizes 

the updates and screen buffer swaps across the nodes (Figure 12). Omegalib also makes it 

possible to control execution on a node-by-node basis (the API offers functions to check on what 

node the application is executing), and it supports the synchronization of custom data objects 

between master and slave instances.  

At the front end, Omegalib integrates visualization frameworks and tools using an abstract 

scene graph and pluggable render passes. The abstract scene graph makes it possible to 
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decouple object interaction techniques from concrete object representations. A concrete object 

can for instance be an OpenSceneGraph node [68], a Visualization Toolkit (VTK) Actor  [82], or 

some other entity provided by one of the Omegalib front-ends. Concrete objects can be attached 

to nodes of the scene graph, which then represent the interface between user code and the 

underlying objects. Users can therefore control object transformations, visibility, hierarchy, etc. 

through a unified API that is independent from the library used to draw the objects on screen. 

Each front-end provides a render pass that can be attached to the Omegalib rendering system, 

and that takes care of drawing concrete objects of a specific class. Users needing low level 

drawing control can implement their own render pass and obtain a GLUT-like callback interface 

that can be used to execute custom OpenGL code. Render passes can be prioritized and can 

perform 2D or 3D drawing. For instance, a high priority 2D rendering pass can be used to overlay 

2D content on top of an interleaved-stereo 3D scene. 
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Event Services implement input event processing. While they are part of the Input Manager 

component, they can also be run as part of the runtime. This is useful for instance to allow a 

‘master’ display in a cluster installation to be controlled  through the local keyboard and mouse, 

while also processing input data from a remote input server, making it possible to dedicate a 

separate machine as the hub for all input devices in an HRE installation. A service may implement 

support for a specific category of physical input devices (like a keyboard or mouse controller), or 

it can aggregate and reprocess events generated by other services. Event services run 

exclusively on the master instance of a distributed application. The Omegalib runtime takes care 

of serializing and distributing events to slave instances. 

 

 

Figure 12. An overview of the communication flow of a distributed Omegalib application. In this example, 
the Master node runs in headless mode, and only takes care of application and input event processing. 
© 2014 IEEE  
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Application Modules contain the core of an Omegalib application or adapter logic. Modules 

can receive input events, update the abstract scene graph (or other custom scene 

representations), and communicate with other modules. Modules run on both master and slave 

instances of Omegalib regardless of whether they display content or not.  

Render Passes implement all the functionality needed to render scenes to cluster tiles or to 

secondary image streams. Application developers typically do not need to implement render 

 

  

Figure 13. Examples of Omegalib adapter module and display system use. Each picture shows how 
various third-party graphical libraries can leverage Omegalib abstracted display system to run on a variety 
of hardware. Top Left: an OpenSceneGraph  3D model viewer on a multi-screen curved display. Top 
Right: a flow visualization using Vtk on the Oculus DK1 head mounted  display. Bottom Left: a virtual 
colonoscopy application inside the Stony Brook CAVE (image courtesy Charilaos Papadopulos). Bottom  
Right: OsgEarth running in an emulated 4-screen CAVE environment. 
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passes, unless they need to perform custom low-level drawing operations. Render passes are 

implemented by adapter modules: they forward draw context and issue draw commands in the 

correct format used by the third party library. Render Passes are executed only on application 

nodes that need to perform rendering operations. For instance, a headless master configuration 

will not run render passes on the master application instance. 

 Display Abstraction 

Omegalib abstracts display support at two levels. At the lowest level, display system 

implementations connect the runtime to different display hardware setups, such as head-mounted 

displays, cluster-based display systems or standard desktop computers. A display system is 

managed through a display configuration, an internal structure that fully describes a display 

system’s physical geometry and capabilities. The configuration can be specified manually, or it 

can be built automatically by display configuration builders. The display configuration builder is 

the second level of the display system abstraction. It makes it possible to describe a display 

system‘s geometry though a simplified set of parameters. For instance, a display wall can be 

configured using a PlanarDisplayConfig object with a specific number of display tiles, a tile 

resolution and real-world position of the display center. A semi-cylindrical display such as 

CAVE2’s can be configured with a CylindricalDisplayConfig together with a cylinder 

radius, center, number of tiles etc.  

Display configuration builders also offer additional functionality like optimized conversion from 

pixel to real-world coordinates. This is faster than generic solutions since it can leverage 

knowledge of the implicit screen geometry. Display configuration builders are a central part in the 

implementation of Multiview Immersion, as will be detailed in chapter 4. Both display systems and 
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display configuration builders can be implemented through the Omegalib module system (3.2.5), 

allowing for the creation of a reusable library of common hardware setups.  

The combination of display systems, the abstract scene graph and render passes is the 

foundation that allows third-party visualization frameworks and graphical libraries to be adapted 

to run on the heterogeneous platforms supported by Omegalib: a few examples of this are 

illustrated in Figure 13. 

 Panoptic Stereo 

Since Omegalib is aimed at supporting co-located collaborative groups, it is fundamental to 

provide stereo-viewing capabilities to multiple users in the system. Because traditional CAVEs 

use viewer-centered perspective, one effect that typically occurs is that when the tracked user 

looks 180 degrees away from a given stereo screen, stereo reverses. While this is acceptable for 

a single user, given they are no longer looking at the screen, it poses a problem for other team 

members, especially in a larger cylindrical environment such as CAVE2.  

To solve this issue, Omegalib supports panoptic stereo. Techniques similar to Panoptic stereo 

have been implemented in the past to support multi-user stereo without generating multiple views 

[86]. When Panoptic stereo is enabled, the system tracks the main viewer’s position, but 

generates head orientation information based on each display plane normal. This way, the stereo 

frustum is projected outward to each display panel, preserving stereo separation for each user in 

the system. An additional benefit of Panoptic stereo is its independence from frame latency: When 

users turn their in place, stereo will look correct regardless of the application frame rate, leading 
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to a much more comfortable viewing experience. This comes at the price of a slightly incorrect 

overall projection, particularly when users rotate their head sideways. Panoptic stereo can be 

turned on and off at runtime. 

 Streaming to secondary Views 

Another approach to multiview support is based on streaming additional 2D or 3D views to a 

secondary device like a laptop, smartphone or tablet. These devices can act both as secondary 

display surfaces for visualization output and as input sources to the application (Figure 14) 

 

 

Figure 14. Example of personal secondary view streaming during collaborative analysis of a structural 
engineering model (data courtesy Falko Kuester). Each user controls a separate view running on his 
laptop. These views are rendered by the HRE cluster driving the main display, and are streamed to the 
user’s browser. While viewpoint are independent, other view options (like enabled sub-components of 
the 3D model the 3D model) are synchronized and their changes are reflected in all views. 
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Personal secondary views (PSVs) are appealing for a number of reasons. In a multi-user 

setting, PSVs create a private visualization space that each user can control to visualize 

information relevant to his own analysis task. PSVs can also act as a sort of augmented-reality 

tool: A smartphone-based PSV can be moved around by a user within a virtual environment and 

provide additional data about objects that fall within the view frustum [87]. From a technology 

standpoint, it makes sense to use laptops, smartphones or tablets as PSV channels. PSVs 

implemented on these devices can be used as a view and a source of input to the application. 

Touch screens offer a suitable surface for 2D interaction tasks like system control and brushing 

that are difficult to perform precisely in an immersive environment [45]. Moreover, since PSVs are 

decoupled from the main visualization environment, they can be used to facilitate remote 

collaboration: users outside of the environment can connect to it, receive a view of the data and 

interact with it in real time as users present in the system see the changes in the main and local 

secondary views. This is a particularly interesting aspect, since the size and cost of state-of-the-

art virtual reality environments limits their access for everyday scientific workflows. 

 Dynamic Configurability 

As mentioned in the introduction, one of the objectives of Omegalib is the creation of user-

defined and reconfigurable workspaces: areas of the display that are dedicated to a 2D or 3D 

application, that can be re-defined while the application is running and can be independently 

controlled. 
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To support this feature, we let users specify an optional 2D display region as a startup 

argument to an Omegalib application. The application runtime uses this information to find the 

subset of nodes in the rendering cluster that drive displays in the selected region: it then adjusts 

the system configuration to launch the application only on the identified target nodes. Multiple 

applications can be launched on the system in this fashion. The runtime also manages the 

networking setup, making sure that each application instance uses an independent set of ports to 

establish communication between the application master and the slaves. 

 

Figure 15. The application uses launch-time setting and user interaction to generate a runtime system 
configuration that determines the application workspace area. This configuration controls rendering 
resource allocation and input filtering. © 2014 IEEE 
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To increase the flexibility of workspaces, we also let users expand or shrink the visible area 

of each workspace within the bounds specified at run-time. When a user shrinks a workspace, 

the runtime disables rendering on the nodes whose tiles are not covered by the workspace active 

area (Figure 16). While GPU resources are de-allocated, the application remains available on the 

machine: if the user later decides to expand the workspace again, rendering on the inactive tiles 

can be reset almost instantaneously. 

 

Figure 16. An example of dynamic workspace configuration for two running applications. Each machine 
controls one display column consisting of four tiles. Application 1 is launched on the left and center 
column. Application 2 is launched on the center and right columns. Applications workspaces overlap on 
the central column. In this example, the runtime configuration allocates the central column to Application 
2. As shown in the bottom rows, both applications are running slave instances on the center column 
machine, but only the active application is assigned to the GPU. © 2014 IEEE 
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When launching multiple applications, it is therefore possible to run applications on 

overlapping regions of the display system: the display space shared by multiple regions can be 

associated to any of the overlapping applications at runtime. This double level of dynamic 

configuration (launch-time and runtime) provides a good level of control over cluster resource 

usage versus workspace flexibility. On one end of the spectrum, applications can be launched on 

non-overlapping regions, optimizing cluster resource allocation (each node is dedicated to a 

single application) but giving up dynamic display allocation. On the other end, applications can be 

launched on fully overlapping regions covering the entire display space: in this case the 

workspaces have the full runtime flexibility, at the cost of sub-optimal cluster resource allocation 

(each node needs to keep one active instance of each application). 

 Module System 

Omegalib’s software infrastructure is fully modular: a lightweight core provides abstractions of 

display systems, input devices and visualization sources. Domain users extend Omegalib through 

programmed adapter modules, or interfaces, that streamline data integration from different, 

commonly used packages and leverage the capabilities of advanced software and displays. The 

module ecosystem is decentralized, giving research communities full control over the modules 

 

Figure 17.Omegalib running multiple workspaces in the CAVE2 Hybrid Reality Environment.  
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they create, while allowing them to easily share, link and reuse modules from other sources, 

making it easy to deploy a tailored visualization system to researchers. 

 Interpreter 

Although the main Omegalib API is in C++, most of it functionality is exposed to a scripting 

interface: the Omegalib runtime embeds a python interpreter that can be used to launch 

standalone script applications, or can be used to control running applications through a runtime 

console. Other than facilitating development access to non-technical users, scripting support has 

the added advantage of simplifying application portability. A script application can run on a 

personal computer or on a HRE without requiring recompilation or reconfiguration. This makes it 

possible for scientists to work on a visualization script on their own computer, save it to a flash 

drive, plug the drive into the HRE system and re-launch the visualization during a collaborative 

research session. 

 Input abstraction 

Omegalib Input services are implemented though an external library called Omicron. Omicron 

was initially developed as part of Omegalib, before being split in order to simplify its development 

and integration with other tools. Omicron input services are designed to abstract both 2D and 3D 

input devices using a unified event format. Input services can be integrated directly in an 

application, or they can be serialized and sent over the network to one or more clients. The input 

event structure is described in Table IV. Omicron input event structure Input services can also be 

connected to each other to generate composite input events: for instance, tracking data from a 

motion capture input service can be merged with input data from a game controller service to 

create wand events (that is, events from a device capable of 3D pointing, Figure 18). The Omicron 

implementation currently supports the following input event types: 
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 Pointer events are used for devices that generate 2D input data, such as mice, multitouch 

surfaces or 3D devices pointing towards a surface. 

 Keyboard events are generated by physical or logical keyboards. These events have no 

position or orientation.  

 Controller events are generated from gamepads and similar devices. Controller events 

from multiple simultaneous devices are supported. Events of this kind include data from 

digital buttons, analog axes and triggers and gyroscopes or accelerometers embedded in 

the device. 

 Motion Capture events are generated by devices capable of tracking 3D position, 

orientation, or both including marker based systems like VICON or Optitrack cameras and 

markerless systems like the Microsoft Kinect. Motion Capture events can also track 

multiple joints within a single event, which is useful for representing full-body tracking data. 

 Wand events are a hybrid between pointer, motion capture and controller events. They 

have a 3D position and orientation but also include buttons, axes etc. coming from a 

controller device. 

 UI events are generated by graphical user interfaces and represent button clicks, sliders, 

input from text boxes etc. 

 Brain events are experimental events generated from devices capable of capturing EEG 

data. These events contain several analog values representing detected brain wave 

values. 

 Speech events are generated by devices capable of speech recognition (such as the 

second-generation Microsoft Kinect).  
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Figure 18. Examples of interaction devices supported by Omegalib: a tracked wand controller and 
the Porthole web interface running on a tablet. Porthole work as an input-output device and displays 
a personal secondary view streamed from the rendering cluster.  
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Field name type 
Reserved 

Size (bytes) 
Description 

timestamp 
Unsigned 

integer 
4 

the event timestamp in milliseconds using the 
standard unix time 

serviceType enumeration 4 

The class of service that generated this event 
(Pointer, Keyboard, Controller, …) 

serviceId 
Unsigned 

short 
2 

The unique identified of the physical or logical device 
that generated this event 

userId 
Unsigned 

short 
2 

The unique identified of the user associated with this 
event 

type enumeration 4 

An enumerated value giving general information about 
the natire of this event (like a button being pressed or 

released, a pointer moving, a generic update, etc.) 

flags Bit field 4 

Additional Boolean data associated with this event 
(such as the state of buttons on a gamepad, modifier 

keys etc.) 

position 3D vector 12 

The 3D position of this event. For 2D events, the first 
8 bytes are used 

orientation quaternion 16 

The 3D orientation of this event. For 2D events, the 
first 4 bytes are used 

extraData variable 64K max 

A variable size field that can be used to store 
additional data attached to this event 

extraDataType enumeration 4 

Indicates the type of data stores in the extra data field 
(such as integer or floating point arrays, 3D vectors, 

text, etc.) 

extraDataItems Unsigned int 4 

The number of elements stored in the extra data array 

extraDataMask bitfield 4 

A generic bit field used to specify flags about extra 
data items. For instance it can be used to mark 

valid/invalid entries in the extra data field to optimize 
network transmission. 

Table IV. Omicron input event structure 
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 Message Passing 

I have so far discussed two of the software components of the HRE operating system model 

presented in Figure 11: the application runtime and input abstraction. The third and final 

component is the controller and Inter-process communication (IPC) manager. The primary 

purpose of the controller is to manage the execution of applications, providing users with an 

interface to start and stop applications manage their workspace areas and exchange messages 

between them. The controller (whose Omegalib implementation is called Mission Control) runs 

as a server to which applications connect once started. Applications connected to a Mission 

Control server can exchange messages with each other (typically script commands), or receive 

messages from third party software through an external interface. Mission Control therefore 

allows multiple views in the HRE to communicate with each other, for instance in order to 

coordinate the information they display. Since views run as separate processes in the cluster, 

their frame rates are independent: this is a desirable feature when one of the views is 

computationally or graphically intensive, while others require real-time interactivity. 

Table  summarizes the format and purpose of Omicron, Mission Control and Porthole, the 

three protocols Omegalib implements to support input, messaging and view streaming 

respectively. In the previous sections, we described how each is used in different areas of the 

Protocol Transport Use 

Omicron TCP + UDP Input 

Mission Control TCP Messaging and data exchange 

Porthole Websocket Messaging and view streaming 

Table V. A summary of the core Omegalib protocols, their transport layer and purpose. 
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HRE Operating System Model. These protocols are designed to offer complementary features 

and work together to build multi-application visualization ensembles, where views can be 

distributed on heterogeneous displays (including HREs) both local and remote. As with the rest 

of the Omegalib implementation, the protocol suite is designed for flexibility instead of focusing 

on a specific structure for applications or the underlying hardware infrastructure. This allows 

Omegalib to support a wide variety of visualization system designs, from simple desktop analysis 

tools to render on-demand web-based visualizations to multi-device, multi-site systems like the 

 

Figure 19. An example of an Omegalib multi-application setup illustrating how the input, messaging 
and streaming protocols interoperate. The setup has two sites, running two applications. Application 1 
is replicated on both sites and its view can be synchronized using Mission Control. On Site 2, 
Application 1 is also streamed to a local ‘operator’ view for users not wearing a head mounted display. 
On site 1, a web interface is used to launch and control applications on the shared display wall.  

Omicron Mission Control Porthole
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one exemplified in Figure 19. In the next section, we will present some real-world examples that 

make use of this flexibility, with a particular focus on multi-view applications. 

 Use Cases 

Omegalib has been used in several projects both at the Electronic Visualization Laboratory 

and at other institutions. This section presents a selection of these use cases that exercise several 

features of Omegalib. I contributed directly to the development of these applications, while others 

are the result of independent work of other research groups. 

 ENDURANCE 

To evaluate the effectiveness of Omegalib in supporting co-located collaborative work, I used 

it as the development platform for a geo-science application for the visualization and analysis of 

sonar data. This application was first used during a two-day meeting of the multidisciplinary team 

working on the NASA ENDURANCE project. 

The McMurdo Dry Valleys, located within Victoria Land in Antarctica, are one of the world’s 

most extreme deserts, and represent the largest ice-free region in the continent. The unique 

conditions in the valleys are in part caused by winds reaching speeds of 320 kilometers per hour, 

evaporating all water and ice in the environment. Some of the lakes in the Dry Valleys rank among 

the world’s most saline. One of them is Lake Bonney, a perennially ice-covered lake at the end of 

Taylor Glacier. Since the Dry Valleys are one of the terrestrial environments closest to Mars and 

to some of Jupiter’s moons, they are considered an important source of insights into possible 

forms of extraterrestrial life. For this reason, NASA funded the Environmentally Non-Disturbing 

Under-water Robotic ANTarctic Explorer (ENDURANCE) project. ENDURANCE is an 
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autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) designed to map the geometry, geo-chemistry and biology 

of Lake Bonney in three dimensions. 

The underwater vehicle operated during two Antarctic summer seasons (2008 and 2009). 

Each mission entailed a set of deployments of the AUV, for a total of 45 dives. For each dive, the 

AUV operated depending on 3 distinct science objectives: water chemistry profiling, bathymetry 

scanning, or glacier exploration. For the purpose of bathymetry reconstruction, the source data 

consisted of about 200 million distinct sonar range returns, plus navigation data and AUV attitude 

information at 0.2 second intervals [88]. From these sonar points, a high-resolution 3D model of 

the lake bottom was generated, comprising approximately 200K vertices and 400K faces. Over 

the course of the full two-day ENDURANCE meeting, the research group had to complete multiple 

tasks: discuss new vehicle designs for a future mission, analyze mission logs and cross-reference 

them to water chemistry readings, and generate a new 3D map of the lake based on the collected 

sonar data. 

As shown in Figure 20, the team used the display in different configurations during the 

meeting. During the initial evaluation of sonar data, the entire display was dedicated to a 1-to-1 

scale, immersive visualization of the sonar point cloud. This visualization allowed the team to 

identify issues in the data, compare depth measurements from different data sources and iterate 

through data collected for each mission. Later in the meeting, the 3D workspace was shrunk to 

make space for additional 2D views representing satellite imagery from Lake Bonney and different 

versions of the lake bathymetry represented as a contour map. One of the 2D views was 

controlled by an Omegalib script running a VTK pipeline and was linked to the 3D view.  
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Figure 20. Two photographs taken during a co-located collaborative meeting in CAVE2. On the top, an 
Omegalib immersive visualization is running on the full display. On the bottom, CAVE2 is split into two 
workspaces to display additional 2D views. Switching between the two modes can be done at runtime, 
without resetting running applications. © 2014 IEEE 
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As researchers picked points in the immersive environment (effectively making ‘virtual 

measurements’ of the lake depth at points they deemed relevant), the 2D view would update, 

regenerating the contour information to take the new points into account. A researcher could use 

the hand-held interaction device (a tracked game controller) to navigate the 3D view, pick depth 

points or rearrange and resize the 2D views by simply pointing in the desired direction on the 

screen. Other users could control the view arrangement and content from their laptops. The 

workspace allocation could also be controlled by the hand-held device (using an on-screen menu) 

or from one of the laptops. 

 Developers sharing CAVE2  

Another advantage for multiple workspace support is specifically targeted at application 

developers. As many other large scale display environments, HREs like CAVE2 are expensive 

and offer limited availability: they are often a highly contended resource, with multiple application 

developers scheduling access to the system to make sure their work does not conflict with others’. 

Emulators and smaller system replicas help, but are not a perfect substitute.  

For instance, estimating the performance of an application in an emulated environment is 

complex, due to the difference in hardware and display geometry between the two environments. 

Thanks to runtime workspace configuration, multiple developers can use an HRE system 

concurrently. I observed this usage pattern multiple times in the CAVE2 system. Developers join 

a work session and negotiate display allocation with others, so that each developer has a section 

of the display exclusively available to him/her. Developers then use a command line switch to 

start their application on their workspace. Developers occasionally ask others to control the full 

display for a brief time, usually to test a specific feature. 
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 Firefly 

Northwestern University Assistant Professor Claude-André Faucher-Giguère leads the galaxy 

formation group at the Center for Interdisciplinary Exploration and Research in Astrophysics 

(CIERA). His team researches galaxy formation and evolution through numerical simulations. 

These simulations generate thousands of timeframes, each with more than 20-million data points 

representing the spatial distributions and properties of gas, stars, and dark matter. The team 

wants to analyze the data on desktop workstations and on large displays for more in-depth data 

analysis. A new visualization tool, Firefly [89], was developed for this team.  

Firefly leverages Omegalib scalability features to run on desktop machines, a cluster-based 

3D display wall (the CAMI 3D wall described in the next section) and stream to remote users 

(Figure 21, bottom). The Python interpreter integrated in Omegalib allows the research group to 

easily modify the application, and integrate it with their existing python-based pipeline. Several 

modules developed to support this application such as point cloud rendering, HDF5 and numpy 

data loading, are now available to other Omegalib applications. Faucher-Giguère’s team is now 

extending Firefly in collaboration with an astrophysics team at CALTECH, and plans to use some 

of the visualizations for outreach at the Adler planetarium. 
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Figure 21. An Omegalib-based galaxy visualization runs on a cluster-driven 3D display wall (center), a 
desktop (top), and streams to a browser on a tablet (bottom). Omegalib supports a wide spectrum of 
display/interaction systems without modifications to its source code. Data from the Northwestern 
University GALFORM group. 
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 CAMI Wall 

The Center for Advanced Molecular Imaging (CAMI) at Northwestern University hosts a 50-

megapixel 3D display wall, driven by a cluster of 5 multi-GPU machines. The display is used to 

present data generated by this center’s instrumentation such as volumetric scans of animal 

specimens, confocal microscopy, and 3D molecular structures of organic compounds or drugs 

under development. The CAMI wall runs a set of Omegalib applications that function as simple 

viewers for 3D models, volumes, movies etc.  

Applications are launched and controlled using an IPad interface running inside a browser. All 

the viewer applications are pre-loaded and running simultaneously on the wall thanks to 

Omegalib’s dynamic configuration capabilities. This makes it possible to switch immediately from 

one demonstration to the next without having to wait for each application to load. The system is 

developed entirely in python making it much simpler to maintain compared to the previous 

software stack used on the wall.  

 Outreach and Education 

Omegalib and Python were used to teach the basics of videogame programming to 5 students 

(aged 10-15) during volunteer mentoring for the Spark program1  (Figure 22). In particular, we 

used the Mission Control protocol to interface a game running in CAVE2 with an Arduino 

controller, allowing students to create a tangible game controller interface. 

                                                
1 Spark is a mentorship program targeted to 7th to 9th graders, designed to help students in underserved 

communities succeed in high school and college. The program connects students to mentors in various 
workspaces based on their skills and interests. 
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 A similar session was offered to a group of 14 middle school students during an interactive 

session organized by Northwestern University’s Center for Talent Development. Omegalib has 

also been used at EVL as the project platform for CS528 (Virtual Reality) and CS526 (Scientific 

Visualization), taught by this Author’s Advisor. 

 

Figure 22. Omegalib used for outreach and education activities. Game design class for the center for 
talent development class at Northwestern (top), Spark at UIC (bottom). 
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 Other Contributions and Project Status 

At the time of writing, Omegalib is used as application development platform for several 

display installations worldwide. Teams have used Omegalib to create applications for other 

CAVE2 systems, display walls, projection-based displays and classical CAVEs. Third party 

contribution to Omegalib include support for additional display systems and stereo modes, 

integrations with other visualization tools like Houdini [90] and LavaVu [91] and new streaming 

encoders [92]. 

The entire project including core and optional modules is open source and hosted on GitHub 

[93], [94]. An online wiki offers hosts a user guide for display setup and application development, 

including over 100 pages of reference material. To assess project usage outside of EVL, we have 

been collecting the following statistics from GitHub since August of 2015: 

1. Monthly downloads of OSX and Windows binaries: 65, source code: 35 

2. Monthly unique IPs accessing downloads: binaries: 20, source code 30 

3. Monthly wiki visitors (unique by day): 140 

4. Total modules: 47, with 20 under active development (new commits since January 2016) 

5. Core, Module and Patch Authors: 20 

In August 2016, we surveyed current Omegalib users, including eight institutions (Monash 

University, University of Technology Sydney, Brown University, UIC, the University of Hawaii at 

Manoa, University of Maryland Baltimore County, and Northwestern University). The Omegalib 

features rated most useful were the dual API (C++ and Python) and the modular rendering 

capabilities. Desirable improvements included streaming, more support for consumer HMDs, and 

improved documentation/tutorials. 
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 Performance Evaluation 

As described in section 4.2.4, Omegalib supports static and dynamic workspace 

configurations. In fully dynamic setups, application viewports can be customized at runtime, to 

occupy any non-overlapping portion of the display. The tradeoff of dynamic workspaces is the 

need to replicate and synchronize multiple running applications across all nodes running a tiled 

display.  

The working hypothesis is the following: for typical immersive application workloads, a 

dynamic workspace setup (i.e. replicating applications on all nodes) consumes additional system 

resources but has a small effect on application performance. I justify this hypothesis based on the 

following assumptions: 1) like most modern graphic frameworks, Omegalib typically operates a 

few high priority non-graphics threads. High priority non-graphics threads include scene database 

update, logic/physics and network processing. 2) mid-tier machines used in current generation 

cluster displays have 8-32 CPU cores, enough to allocate multiple aforementioned workloads on 

disjoint cores. 3) Baseline network usage for replicated immersive applications mostly consists of 

input, synchronization and low frequency geometry transfers. Average per-frame usage is 

typically 1-10Mbps, orders of magnitude less than consumer-grade wired network connectivity 

available today. 

Based on these assumptions, I identify the graphical processing unit (GPU) as the most likely 

bottleneck for Omegalib applications running on a modern cluster-based HRE. Omegalib 

allocates the GPU (and graphics-processing CPU threads) to a single application on each node, 

depending on the workspace associated to that node’s tiles. Therefore, I expect applications to 

achieve similar frame rates, regardless of workspace configuration (static/dynamic). 
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To determine the performance effect of a dynamic workspace setup, I evaluated the system 

and application behavior of an experimental setup running three workspaces with distinct 

applications, in static and dynamic workspace mode. The experiment was carried out on the 

computer cluster running the CAVE2 system. This cluster consists of 36 machines with 16 2.9GHz 

Xeon E5 cores, 64GB memory, 2TB local storage and 20 GB/s connectivity between nodes and 

storage server, and NVIDIA GTX 680 graphics with 2GB dedicated memory. Each machine (and 

graphics card) drives two display tiles with 1366x736 pixels of resolution each. The choice of a 

three-workspace setup was motivated by empirical observations of the usage pattern of the 

CAVE2 cylindrical display area. In typical research sessions, observed the display being typically 

split into one, two (left, right) or three (left, center, right) work areas, each one dedicated to a 

specific task. This observation will also drive the user study design in Chapter 5. In the experiment, 

the most demanding configuration was replicated, with three applications running on a 6x4-tile 

section each. Around 30 Omegalib applications and examples were available at the time of 

writing: I chose three that would stress different system components (Table VI). 

Name Bottlenecks GPU use Threads 

ENDURANCE GPU High 3-6 

Video Player CPU, NET Low 3-32 

Physics Demo CPU, GPU Medium 3-7 

Table VI. Summary of applications used in the performance evaluation experiment. The bottlenecks 
column indicates system components most likely to limit application frame rate. The GPU use column 
qualitatively indicates how much aggregate GPU resources (processing, memory, and bandwidth) are 
used by the application. The threads column indicates the typical amount of CPU threads used by the 
application. 
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The ENDURANCE application is a point cloud data visualization tool supporting the real-time 

display and query of large point cloud datasets (5-200M datapoints). The application makes heavy 

use of vertex, geometry and pixel shaders to efficiently filter and rasterize points as shaded 

spheres. The application frame rate depends on the number of point batches within the view 

frustum. 

The Video Player application plays back pre-rendered stereo videos with arbitrary frame sizes 

(typically using the same resolution as the tiled display, ~75MPixels in CAVE2). Each player slave 

process loads a dedicated frame stream as jpeg images from networked or local storage, and 

uses several worker threads to decode images fast enough to support 60fps playback. 

The Physics Demo application demonstrates Bullet physics integration with Omegalib and 

displays a spinning hollow cube containing several hundred box shaped rigid bodies (300 in our 

experiment). The spinning cube is used to ensure all rigid bodies remain active throughout the 

simulation, keeping a constant load on the physics engine. 

Applications were scripted to execute a repeatable experiment in the dynamic and static 

workspace conditions: Mission Control messaging was used to inject script commands into the 

three applications at scheduled times, ensuring a consistent collection of application and system 

performance data. 

For the static workspace condition, each application ran on a fixed portion of the CAVE2 

display. In the dynamic workspace condition, applications were all started on the entire display, 

and after startup were configured to use the same display section as in the static workspace 

condition. Visually, both experiments rendered the same content on the CAVE2 display, but in 
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the dynamic workspace condition each display cluster node was running a replica of each 

application, two in update-only mode and one in update and display mode. 

During experimental runs, application frame rates were logged at 1-second intervals, and 

system network, CPU, GPU and memory usage on all 36 CAVE2 nodes were recorded, again at 

1-second intervals. System performance data was aggregated by display section, using the left-

center-right tile allocation described previously. 

Figure 24 summarizes the results of the aforementioned experimental runs. As predicted, the 

framerate trends for all three application are similar for static and dynamic workspace setups. 

Average frame rates are between 1 and 3 fps less for a fully dynamic workspace setup, an 

acceptable tradeoff for the flexibility of runtime workspace resizing and reallocation. System 

performance data also matches our expectations. For instance, network usage in the dynamic 

workspace condition is higher on all three display sections, since the biggest user of network 

resources (the Video Player application) is now running on the entire display. A similar trend can 

be observed for CPU usage. It is worth noticing that it would be trivial to optimize network usage, 

since each application instance is aware of its display status. A “smarter” video player 

implementation could stop frame buffering on inactive display nodes, bringing network usage to 

very similar levels to the static workspace condition. I did not introduce this optimization in our 

experiment, since I was interested in evaluating the behavior of applications unaware of dynamic 

workspace optimizations, to determine how much the Omegalib runtime could do without requiring 

application modification. 

These performance observations confirm the feasibility of multiview techniques using the 

Omegalib default execution model (replicated application logic with on-demand rendering). The 
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multiview immersion technique I will present in the next chapter does partially depend on this 

execution model (see section 4.2.1, dynamic application viewports). This is the reason I 

considered the performance evaluation above necessary, even if its result were expected and not 

especially surprising. I verified the technological foundation for multiview immersion is sound. 

Chapters 5 and 6 will assess its usefulness.  
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Application Performance System Performance 

FPS Trend Average FPS 

 

ENDURANCE 

  
Video Player 

 

 

 
Physics Demo 

 

 

 
Figure 24. Application and system performance results from the multiview evaluation experiment. Charts 
on the left show frames-per-second (fps) trends over ~2 minutes, and fps averages for the three test 
applications, in the dynamic and static workspace setups. Charts on the right summarize cluster system 
performance for three components (Network, CPU, GPU) for distinct areas of the display (left, center, right) 
corresponding to the active workspace areas of the three test applications. 
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Figure 23. An unwrapped view of the cylindrical CAVE2 display running the workspace setup used for 
evaluation. The three applications are, from left to right, ENDURANCE, Video Player, and Physics Demo. 
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 Summary 

In this chapter, I described the implementation of Omegalib including its core components, 

module support and dynamic reconfigurability features. I presented uses cases of the framework 

showing examples of how Omegalib is used on several large-scale display systems in both 

national and international laboratories. One of these use cases, ENDURANCE, focused on how 

a research group collaborating within CAVE2 alternated between different display configurations, 

including both immersive and non-immersive views. The experience with the ENDURANCE team 

allowed me to identify several potential areas of improvement of the current HRE OS 

implementation. Two major observations will drive the improvements described in the next 

chapter.  First, in a research team where expertise is distributed across participants, different 

researchers will lead different parts of the collaboration. It’s therefore desirable to allow people to 

easily take control of any application running on the system, without requiring the exchange of 

physical input devices. Second, as users rearrange views, they tend to do so in predefined ways 

based both on the task at hand and the display geometry. For instance, splitting the display in half 

was quite common, as was having a central view share the screen with two side views offering 

ancillary information. We want to make sure both these features (distributed control, view 

management) are as intuitive as possible in our system, while working as expected with fully 

immersive content. In the next chapter, I will present an improved version of the HRE OS 

addressing these requirements. As a whole, I will refer to these improvements as Multiview 

Immersion.  
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MULTIVIEW IMMERSION  

 Requirements 

In Chapter 3, I observed how both classic immersive application frameworks and display wall 

software environments have desirable features for a hybrid environment software infrastructure. 

In particular, tiled display window managers like SAGE and SAGE2 have the ability to freely layout 

(and resize) application viewports and support direct interaction from multiple users. Another 

major advantage is application frame rate decoupling: since applications run separately from the 

compositor software, they do not influence each other’s responsiveness.  

Omegalib supports dynamic reconfiguration of views, as we have seen in Chapter 3, but 

compared to tiled display window managers it does so with several limitations. Resizing and view 

movement is limited to tile boundaries, and does not adjust frustum, view or navigation as a 

function of view position. These adjustments are not needed for non-immersive content. However, 

immersive content needs to be rendered according to several additional parameters, such as the 

geometry of the projection surface and its relation to the user’s head and any tracked interaction 

device. In classical virtual reality software supporting a single, static viewport these properties are 

commonly hard-coded in a configuration file. Correct dynamic viewer centered immersion requires 

all these parameters to be dynamic. The rendering system must receive information about the 

physical position of the 2D viewport on the display surface in order to recompute the off-axis 

projection frustum. Furthermore, if the viewport is resized then the renderer also needs to re-

adjust the eye separation factor accordingly.  

In the Omegalib implementation, this requirement can be tackled with additional information 

flow from the application controller to the runtime. In detail, the controller needs to communicate 
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the position of a 3D window in screen coordinates. The application runtime has knowledge of the 

display geometry, and can convert the 2D window corners into real-world 3D points. These points 

can then be used in conjunction with the eye position to generate a new frustum for the off-axis 

stereo projection.  

 

It should be noted that generating a new off-axis frustum for a dynamic viewport is not trivial, if 

one makes no assumptions on the screen geometry. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, an 

intuitive way to create this frustum is taking the corners of the new viewport, projecting them on 

the display and using those points to determine the frustum plane. Although this simple technique 

works well for planar displays (like classic display walls), it leads to incorrect projection results on 

arbitrary display surfaces, like the CAVE2 cylindrical display or other displays with non-planar 

form factors such as the CALIT2  Wave [36] or dome displays. Figure 25 (left and center) 

illustrates the issue: on non-planar displays, a single frustum generated using the window 3D 

             

Figure 25. Examples of correct and incorrect frustum generation for movable stereo windows. On the 
left, a projection frustum generated by the window corners (yellow) does not match the actual display 
surface (blue segments). The resulting projection can go from slightly warped to completely incorrect as 
shown in the center example, where the combination of head position and window size leads to a 
frustum that is inverted w.r.t. the physical display surface. On the right, an example of correctly 
generated frustum set. 
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corners will not match the actual display projection surface. To address this issue, we need to 

generate a set of per-tile frusta, each one corresponding to one of the physical display tiles, as 

shown in Figure 8 (right). The implementation details of viewport movement and frustum 

generation will be presented in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. 

Another important feature of the HRE operating system is the ability of multiple users to 

interact with the system, using a variety of input devices depending on task requirements. 

Furthermore, users should be able to seamlessly switch between application interaction (i.e. 

navigating within a view), window interaction (i.e. re-arranging or resizing windows) and system 

interaction (i.e. starting and stopping applications).  

In the case of wands, it is desirable to let users perform 2D and 3D interaction using the same 

device, and have multiple users in the system control different windows. For this feature to work, 

it is important to create an association between a wand and a specific window, in a sense letting 

a specific application ‘acquire’ input from a specific input device. Subsequent interaction does not 

depend on the user continuously pointing towards the application viewport, which may be intuitive 

or unpractical for tasks like navigation. This is also similar to the traditional ‘active window’ desktop 

metaphor, where the last window that has been clicked on by the user is the one with input focus, 

even after the mouse pointer leaves the window area. A key difference in the HRE context is that 

multiple interaction devices may be present, and each application should support association with 

any number of devices. Details of 2D/3D input support are discussed in section 4.2.4. 
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 Implementation 

The implementation of multiview immersion is divided into four runtime functionalities, whose 

implementation touches different components of the HRE OS model as illustrated in Figure 26: 

1. Dynamic viewports that can be moved and resized at the pixel level on a tiled display. 

The viewport boundaries determine the parameters of off-axis projection frusta for 

each display tile. This ensures the stereoscopic projection stays consistent as the 

viewport changes. 

2. Transformation adjustments based on viewport and display geometry. These 

adjustments reconcile the immersive viewport reference frame with the tracked user(s) 

reference.  

3. Navigation adjustments that keep 3D navigation consistent when using tracked input 

devices like wands. They take the corrections computed by transformation 

adjustments and apply them to navigation transforms.    

4. Hybrid interaction and routing of multiuser input / tracking data to applications. Hybrid 

interaction allows a single physical device to be used both as a 3D and 2D interaction 

controller based on context. Routing distributed the input data from multiple devices to 

views based on user/view/device association. 

The following sections will describe the implementation of each of these functionalities. 

While most aspects of the implementation are generic, specific parts require explicit 

knowledge of the approximate display geometry (planar, cylindrical, etc.). The 

implementation is designed to allow for these geometry-specific functions to interface with 

the rest of the system through the use of display configuration builders. In the next 

sections, I will show examples of geometry-specific functions, giving a complete 
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description of formulas for the CAVE2 cylindrical display geometry. I will also outline how 

formulas could be implemented for other display geometries.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26. A review of the HRE OS model, showing where the multiview immersion features described 
in this chapter are placed relative to the HRE OS components. All features except for hybrid interaction 
and routing are implemented in the application runtime. 
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 Dynamic viewports 

We already discussed how Omegalib supports launching multiple applications in Chapter 3, 

and how applications can be assigned an area of the display either at startup or dynamically. 

However, application viewport movement was limited to tile granularity: viewports could only be 

moved and resized along tile boundaries (with tiles possibly spanning multiple displays) 

To fully support multiview immersion, I extended Omegalib to support the arbitrary movement 

of windows. I considered leveraging an external distributed windowing system such as SAGE / 

SAGE2 to control the actual window manipulation, with Omegalib only responsible of generating 

and sending the pixel streams to the appropriate endpoints. While this solution is viable, I chose 

to use the OS windowing system directly to implement window movement. Using the OS 

windowing system allows Omegalib applications to be overlaid on top of any other distributed 

window manager, together with other immersive frameworks, or even without a display 

management system at all, since all that’s needed is the host operating system windowing 

functionality. 

To implement dynamic viewports on top of OS windowing support, Omegalib takes into 

account where an application viewport is on the global display space (that is, set of tiles that make 

up the display system), and it adjusts windows on each tile accordingly. For the remainder of this 

section, and to keep terminology consistent with the implementation, the application viewport will 

be referred to as the canvas. The region of pixels covered by the canvas on the global display 

space is called the canvas rect. The intersection between a tile’s pixels and the canvas rect is the 

area on that tile that our application should render to. I refer to this area as the active tile rect to 

indicate that this is the only space on a tile that our application will output to. The active tile rect 

can therefore can be used as the position and size of the operating system window on each tile. 
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When the user moves or resizes the application canvas, the runtime recomputes the intersection 

between the canvas and the tiles, to generate a new set of active tile rects. The difference 

between the new and old active tile rects is then used to generate a set of commands to control 

the operating system windows on the display cluster. The commands for each tile are generated 

as follows: 

1. If the new and old tile rects are the same, do not modify the current window. 

2. If the new tile rect has a different position, size or both, move or resize the current 

window accordingly. 

3. If the new tile rect is empty and the old one wasn’t, hide the current window and disable 

rendering on this tile’s node. 

4. If the new tile rect is not empty while the old one was, show a window on this tile, set 

its position and size to the new tile rect and enable rendering on this tile’s node. 

 

 

   

Figure 27. An example of canvas movement and relative commands issued on each tile. On the left, the 
original canvas rect is in blue. On the right, the new canvas rect is shown. The center and center-top tiles 
do not have any commands issues to them since the local shape of the canvas rect did not change. 
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An example of window movement and the generated windowing commands is illustrated in 

Figure 27. In the Omegalib implementation, the tile intersection and command generation process 

is not centralized. Each node is notified of an application canvas change, and takes care of 

generating the list of windowing commands needed for its local tiles. This is not done for 

performance reason as much as practicality: having each node control local tile windows results 

in a much simpler implementation of messaging as it limits the data exchanged between the 

master and display nodes to the application canvas rect. 

Another piece of information computed together with the active tile rect is the active canvas 

rect. The active canvas rect contains the same information as the active rect but in canvas 

coordinates. In other words, this is the area covered by a tile’s active rect within the current 

canvas. The active canvas rect is used to compute the offset of any 2D graphics drawn by the 

application. It also makes it possible to optimize 2D drawing. If a 2D object’s area does not 

intersect with a tile’s active canvas rect, it won’t be visible on that tile and can be skipped by the 

tile’s rendering process.  

After an application canvas has been modified, we need to make sure the view rendered within 

this canvas is also adjusted to take into account the new canvas size and position. As explained 

in section 6.1, a fully immersive viewport behaves differently than a standard 2D ’window’: when 

the viewport moves the content within won’t move with it, as the viewport is just a portal into the 

VR world. While this behavior is correct if we look at it from a strict definition of immersion, this is 

rarely what’s expected or desired by users. If a user is observing an object in the center of a 

window, and moves the window to another position on the screen, they expect the object to still 

be centered in the window’s new position. We therefore need to implement this capability for the 

immersive applications supported by Omegalib.  
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Implementing a fully immersive application canvas depends on two complementary features: 

transformation adjustment and navigation adjustment. 

 Transformation adjustment 

The transformations used to render the VR scene need to be extended. Mathematically, these 

transformations are represented by 3D affine matrices. These matrices are a function of the 

observer navigational position and orientation (usually called the camera transform), the viewport 

frustum, and in the case of immersive graphics, the observer’s eye position relative to the physical 

position of the viewport. This information is used to compute two transforms: the view transform, 

which converts the positions, orientations and scales of objects from the VR scene into the camera 

frame of reference; and the projection transform which converts the objects’ coordinates into the 

projective space used by the viewport. The projection transform used in immersive graphics is 

different than the one used by non-immersive 3D graphics as it also takes into account the 

observer’s eye position to generate an off-axis projection. To support a dynamic application 

canvas, the projection transform computation was modified to account for the fact that, on each 

tile, the physical corners of the frustum did not necessarily correspond to the corners of the tile. 

the active tile rect discussed in 6.2.1 is used to adjust the frustum corners for a tile. Given a tile’s 

resolution rℕ2 in pixels, a tile’s top, bottom, left corners (tℝ3, bℝ3, lℝ3) in real-world 

coordinates and an active rect’s position and size pℕ2 sℕ2 in pixels, the local frustum corners 

(t’ℝ3, b’ℝ3, l’ℝ3) are: 

𝒍′ = 𝒍 + (𝒃 − 𝒍)𝛼 + (𝒕 − 𝒍)𝛽 

𝒕′ = 𝒍 + (𝒕 − 𝒍)𝛾 

𝒃′ = 𝒍 + (𝒃 − 𝒍)𝛿 
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Where α, β, γ, δ are frustum coefficients defined as follows: 

𝛼 =
𝑝𝑥

𝑟𝑥
 

𝛽 = 1 −
𝑝𝑦 + 𝑠𝑦

𝑟𝑦
 

𝛾 = 1 −
𝑝𝑦

𝑟𝑦
 

𝛿 =
𝑝𝑥 + 𝑠𝑥

𝑟𝑥
 

This new frustum is used to compute a per-tile off-axis projection matrix that accounts for the 

position and size of the application canvas.  

To adjust the view transform, we consider the movement of the application canvas in the real-

world frame of reference, and use this information to compute an inverse transform that, when 

applied to the standard camera transform, makes the VR scene ‘follow’ the canvas movement. 

It’s important to underscore that there isn’t a unique way of ‘following the canvas movement’. For 

instance, on a cylindrical display such as CAVE2 we probably just want to rotate the camera to 

adjust for canvas movement, while on a planar display we might want to translate it. If the canvas 
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Figure 28.  Example of view adjustment for planar and cylindrical displays, illustrated in 2D for simplicity. 

The top pictures show the initial canvas position A in blue, and a projected point p on them, based on 

the position of a VR point V and the camera reference frame O (black triangle). The middle picture shows 

the modified canvas A’ in red: the original projected point and new one p’ are now different.In the bottom 

picture, a transformation adjustment is applied to the camera so the new reference frame O’ re-aligns 

the old and new projection points. 

V V

V

V

V

V

Original Canvas Original Canvas

Modified CanvasModified Canvas

Transformation Adjustment Transformation Adjustment
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gets resized, we might want to rescale the VR scene to keep the same objects in the view, or we 

might choose to ignore scaling corrections in favor of a better immersive experience. 

View transform adjustments represent a tradeoff between a fully immersive experience and 

intuitive manipulation of a two-dimensional canvas. For this reason, the Omegalib implementation 

provides the necessary support for view transform adjustment, without enforcing a specific kind 

of view adjustment. The Omegalib display configuration object (which contains the full description 

of the display geometry) has been extended to include a canvas transform, represented as a 

canvas offset vector 𝒐𝜖ℝ3 and canvas orientation quaternion 𝒒𝜖ℝ4. This transform is combined 

with the camera navigational position and orientation 𝒑𝜖ℝ3, 𝒓𝜖ℝ4 to compute a canvas-adjusted 

view matrix 𝑽 ∈ ℝ𝟒𝒙𝟒  as follows: 

𝑽 = [
𝑹 𝒕

�⃗⃗� 1
] 

Where: 

�⃗⃗� = (0,0,0) 

𝑹 = ℳ(𝒓𝒒)𝑇 

𝒕 = −𝑹(𝒑 + 𝒐) 

and the function ℳ: ℝ4 → ℝ3𝑥3 converts a quaternion to a 3x3 rotation matrix. When the 

canvas rect changes (for instance due to the user moving the application on the display) Omegalib 
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generates a canvas change event. This event can be processed by Omegalib modules, user 

scripts or display configuration builders to update the canvas offset vector and orientation. For 

instance, the cylindrical display configuration builder used by CAVE2 systems handles the canvas 

change event and updates the canvas orientation. The new canvas orientation rotates the camera 

in the direction opposite to the rotation of the canvas center. This ensures the VR scene view 

follows the position of the application canvas on screen.  

CAVE2 canvas transformation 

The detailed calculation of the canvas orientation for a CAVE2 cylindrical configuration is the 

following. Assume we have a function 𝒫: ℝ2 → ℝ3 that converts a pixel position into real world 3D 

coordinates. For the sake of brevity I won’t define that function here, but different implementations 

are possible, either using an approximate geometric description of the display or by using the 

actual tile positions (Omegalib uses the latter strategy). Given the application canvas position p 

and size s as defined previously, the real-world position of the canvas center is: 

𝒄 = 𝒫(𝒑 +
𝒔

2
) 

I assume the neutral direction for the system (that is, the original orientation of a view, that 

would require no orientation adjustment) is the negative Z axis. This corresponds to the commonly 

used reference frame used by computer graphics. The angle between the neutral center and the 

new canvas center is: 

𝛼 = acos (
−𝒄𝑧

√𝒄𝑥
2 + 𝒄𝑧

2
) 
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This angle is the rotation around the Y axis that converts the center of a canvas in the neutral 

orientation (the negative Z axis) to the center p of our current canvas. This orientation can finally 

be converted to the canvas orientation quaternion q: 

𝒒 =< 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔: [0, sin (
𝛼

2
) , 0] , 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙: cos (

𝛼

2
)  > 

It should be noted again that this calculation of a canvas transform is just one of many options, 

even on a cylindrical display. Omegalib users can override this implementation with their own 

version. An Omegalib module can offer a library of display configuration builders with canvas 

transform presets for various display geometries. It is also possible to disable the view adjustment 

at runtime, simply by setting the canvas offset to zero and canvas orientation to identity on canvas 

rect changes. This will switch the canvas back into ‘fully immersive mode’ making the VR view 

float with the viewport. 
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 Navigation adjustment 

User navigation (that is, camera movement) needs to be adjusted as well to account for 

canvas changes. Navigation adjustment poses similar challenges to the view corrections 

discussed in 4.2.2: there is no unique solution to this: possible solutions depend on the changes 

we applied to the view transforms, and on the type of controller users are operating to input 

navigation commands. Consider a tracked 6DOF wand controller. The real-world tracked 

movement of the wand is used to determine the direction and speed of movement in the VR world. 

This navigation technique assumes that the real world and VR scene reference frames are the 

same. If we re-orient the VR view to follow the application canvas, that assumption is broken: for 

Name Description Type Context 

Canvas Rect 
The position of this 
application’s viewport on the 
display system 

2D Rect in global display 
system pixel coordinates 

Global 

Active Tile Rect 
The area of each tile covered 
by the canvas rect 

2D Rect in tile pixel 
coordinates 

Tile 

Active Canvas Rect 
The area of each tile relative 
to the canvas rect 

Rect in canvas pixel 
coordinates 

Tile 

Canvas Transform 
The adjustment of the VR 
reference frame to account for 
canvas rect change 

Quaternion + 3D position Global 

Camera Transform 
The camera position and 
orientation in the VR 
reference frame 

Quaternion + 3D position Global 

View/Projection 
Transforms 

The transformation from VR 
coordinates to local display 
coordinates (normalized) 

4x4 Matrix Tile 

Table VII. A review of the data elements involved in the implementation of Multiview Immersion. The 
table lists the format and purpose of each element, and whether the element’s context is global (i.e. one 
per-application) or tile (i.e. the element has a different value for each tile used by the application).   
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instance, a user moving the controller ‘forward’ relative to the viewport would not be navigating in 

the expected direction. On the other hand, if we use an untracked controller such as a console 

gamepad, the direction the controller is pointing to becomes irrelevant: as is common with these 

devices, pushing the forward button or analog stick on the controller always means ‘move forward’ 

regardless of the orientation of the controller. 

This challenge can be addressed in a manner similar to the one discussed in 4.2.2: Omegalib 

does not enforce a specific navigation adjustment technique. The Omegalib camera object 

(representing the navigational observer) can be extended with a Camera controller: an object in 

charge of processing user input from a specific device and turning it into navigation commands 

for the camera. The camera controller can, optionally, take into account the current canvas 

transform to adjust the navigation commands. For instance, the tracked wand camera controller 

uses the canvas orientation to adjust the navigation direction and solve the inconsistency problem 

we discussed above. Developers or additional camera controllers can similarly extend their 

controllers to use this information. Figure 29 summarizes the implementation of canvas, view and 

navigation corrections presented in 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3. 
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  Hybrid interaction and routing  

So far I detailed how application canvas changes can be used to adjust the immersive view 

rendered by that application. One final aspect to consider is 2D interaction. While most of the 

interaction with immersive views is going to involve the VR scene itself, we can expect most 

applications to have at least some form of 2D input required. This could be to control a classic 2D 

user interface overlaid on top of the 3D scene. We need some function that allows users to choose 

which application they are controlling, when multiple users are collaborating within the 

environment. Moreover, users need an interface to move and resize the application canvases on 

the display. 

The classic way of controlling application viewports on a desktop computer is the standard 

window: users ‘click’ on a window using a 2D pointing device like a mouse or touchpad to focus 

on it. A focused window received the user input from other devices (like a keyboard) until the user 

selects another window. Windows be resized and moved using the pointing device. On newer 

 

Figure 29. Multiview immersion inputs and transformations flow. The black boxes represent data 
transformation steps. The white boxes are data structures. Gray boxes represent the runtime 

subsystems consuming the data. Canvas change and navigation input are user-controlled events. 
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operating systems, keyboard shortcuts allow windows to be arranged in commonly used layouts 

such as full-screen, left display half, right display half. Our objective is to offer similar functionality 

for immersive applications and multiple users. 

 To add support for multiuser 2D input, I modified Omicron, the input management library used 

by Omegalib. Omicron already supports 2D input device, but the objective was extending 3D input 

devices like tracked wands, to make them expose 2D and 3D interaction data simultaneously. For 

instance, a wand can be turned into a 2D pointer by intersecting a ray with the wand origin and 

orientation with the display geometry. This 2D pointer information is embedded in the input events 

generated by the wand: this way, client applications can consume wand event as either 3D inputs 

(for VR navigation) or 2D inputs (for user interface control). 
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CAVE2 ray-pointer conversion 

As an example, let’s consider a 3D ray to 2D pointer conversion for the CAVE2 system. The 

CAVE2 display can be approximated by a cylindrical segment, as represented in Figure 30. The 

cylindrical segment is incomplete and missing an arc angle, which corresponds to the CAVE2 

entrance opening. Let us assume the cylinder axis is the y axis of our tracking system reference 

frame (the same reference used by the ray). The cylindrical segment offset from the ground plane 

is e. This value can be set to zero if the displays reach all the way to the floor. We want to compute 

an intersection s in normalized display coordinates, between the display and a ray with origin p 

 

Figure 30. Ray-to-pointer conversion in the CAVE2 system. 
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and direction v. We calculate the ray direction on the ground plane A, ray coefficient B and 

normalized ray origin C as: 

𝐴 = 𝒗𝑥
2 + 𝒗𝑧

2 

𝐵 = 2(𝒗𝑥𝒑𝑥 + 𝒗𝑧𝒑𝑧) 

𝐶 = 𝒑𝑥
2 + 𝒑𝑧

2 − 𝑟2 

The ray-display intersection in normalized world coordinates (1 = r, the cylinder radius) u is: 

𝒖 = 𝐯
−𝐵 + √𝐵2 − 4𝐴𝐶

2𝐴
+ 𝒑 

and the intersection in normalized display coordinates can be calculated as follows: 

𝒔 =

[
 
 
 
 
− 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝒖𝑥, 𝒖𝑧) +  𝜃

4𝜋 − 𝜃

𝒖𝑦 − 𝑒

ℎ ]
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Another functionality missing from Omicron was user-device association. If two users are 

collaborating in CAVE2, each wearing a set of tracked stereo glassed and each using a wand, we 

need to know which wand is controlled by each user. For instance, if a user is interacting with a 

specific immersive view, we want that user’s head tracking information to be connected to the 

view. All the devices owned by a specific user need to share the same user identifier. 

 To add this feature, the Omicron event definition was extended to include a user ID field. This 

field is set in the Omicron input configuration file, for each device associated with a particular user. 

To avoid breaking compatibility with existing Omicron clients, this new field is integrated in into 

the existing event protocol payload. The service id field, used to identify the logical input device 

generating the event was truncated from 32 to 16 bits. The additional 16 bits are dedicated to the 

user id field. Legacy code accessing the full 32-bit service id still gets a unique identifier for the 

device, made of the device tag (lower 16 bits) and associated user id (upper 16 bits). The new 16 

bit fields still allow for 65’536 distinct user ids and input devices, more than enough for any 

expected usage scenario.  

These new features can now be used to intuitively control immersive application windows. If 

users want to take turns controlling a particular application, they do not need to share a single 

wand and set of tracked glasses.   
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Figure 31. Excerpt from an Omicron input configuration, showing the newly added features that support 
input for multiview immersion. The 3D to 2D pointer conversion section shows an example of converting 
data from a tracked device into a 2D pointer, using information about the display geometry. The user-
device association field attached a unique user id to a set of tracked glasses and a wand, so they can be 
handled consistently by client applications 

3D to 2D 

pointer 
conversion

User-device 

association
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A user can point the tracked wand towards one of the available viewports and “click” on it 

using one of the wand buttons to select it. Head tracking and Input from that user will now be 

routed to the selected application. Each application has viewport has a border whose color 

changes based on the active user. This lets users quickly distinguish applications they are 

controlling. It is also possible to point to a specific viewport and use wand movements to move or 

resize it, similar to how clicking and dragging a window border allows window resizing on a 

 

Figure 32. The processing flowchart for wand and head tracking input events. The screens on the right 
show the results of the event processing on a two-window setup. The round yellow mark indicates which 
window is associated with the user (i.e. receiving head tracking and 3D input). The yellow arrow 
indicated which application is receiving 2D input. 
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desktop. Finally, windows can be arranged in predefined layouts using key combinations on the 

wand or an external interface like a tablet. In CAVE2, the system supports three layouts (single 

fullscreen app, two apps side-by-side or three apps left-center-right) but more combinations can 

be easily added through scripting. 

Since the window selection and manipulation code is not essential to multiview immersion 

support, it has been implement it in a separate Omegalib module [95]. Keeping this code separate 

from the Omegalib core makes it is easier to experiment with alternative window control 

techniques, besides the classic desktop window metaphor implemented in the current module. 

For instance, I implemented a simplified window control scheme for CAVE2 that allows users to 

place windows into pre-determined ‘slots’ on the display, similar to the Aero Snap functionality of 

Microsoft Windows 7+ and split screen mode of OSX El Capitan (Figure 33). Given the larger 

screen estate, this implementation provides an extended set of slots compared to the desktop 

operating system implementations. This alternative window control implementation was used in 

the MVI user study (see 7.1). 
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 Summary 

In this chapter, I presented a detailed description of the principal features of a multiview 

immersion system, based upon the requirements and challenges discussed in previous chapters. 

I discussed an implementation of these features within the Omegalib framework, focusing on 

support for dynamic viewports, view and navigation correction, multi-user input routing and layout 

control. In the next chapter, I will outline the user study plan to validate and assess the value of 

multiview immersion for co-located collaborative work. I will identify several research questions I 

plan to answer, and use them as guidelines for the experiment design. 

 

            

   

Figure 33. The six view presets supported by our alternative window control implementation. Users are 
still allowed to adjust windows manually if they wish, but these presets offer convenient shortcuts to 
common display space configuration. This technique will be used in the MVI user study.  

Fullscreen Left 1/2 Right 1/2 Left 1/3 Right 1/3Center
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EVALUATION 

Measuring the success of Multiview Immersion involves both human and machine factors. On 

the machine side, it is important to assess the performance of the software infrastructure and 

implementation I presented. Section 3.2.4 underlined the importance of resource allocation across 

the cluster when multiple applications are running. In 3.6, I also presented an evaluation of 

performance of multiple Omegalib applications running in a hybrid reality environment, showing 

how a dynamic view setup performs similarly to statically allocated views. Since the Multiview 

Immersion implementation I detailed in the last chapter is based on the dynamic workspace 

technique, the application performance and system resource usage of multiview immersion are 

unchanged from the results discussed at the end of chapter 3.  

Regarding the human side of the evaluation, I want to understand if Multiview Immersion 

provides any significant benefits (objective or subjective) compared to classic, non-hybrid display 

use modalities. The alternatives I consider are the 2D multi-view use typical of display walls and 

the single-view, single-user immersion of systems such as the CAVE. Our overarching hypothesis 

(which I will detail and break down in this chapter) is that MVI provides measurable benefits 

compared to alternatives, given a suitable task. In other words, I don’t expect MVI to be better 

than multiview 2D for the analysis of abstract, 2D or very simple 3D data. I am also not interested 

in the performance benefits of MVI over single view immersion for non-collaborative use. This 

isn’t to say that MVI could not provide potential advantages in this setting: I am just not focusing 

on this particular aspect. The premise of this work is that large-scale, high resolution display 

environments (including HREs) are an ideal platform for co-located collaboration. I therefore focus 

my evaluation to this setting: multiple users participating in an analysis task involving a 3D dataset 

of moderate-to-high complexity, where the analysis involves measuring or comparing properties 
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of part of the dataset in relation to others or to the whole. This kind of analysis is common to a 

variety of real-world 3D analysis tasks. Some examples are understanding the spatial location of 

artifacts in a 2D excavation site, determining the size and position of a tumor relative to other 

structures in brain MRI scans, interpreting LIDAR data and so on. 

For this evaluation, I considered two alternative approaches. The first option was to evaluate 

the infrastructure in a real-world collaboration setting, similar to the ENDURANCE meeting 

presented in section 3.5.1. Sessions of those meetings could make use of the improved 

infrastructure described in this proposal. However, depending on the nature of these meetings, 

acquiring consistent quantitative data may be difficult, and this alternative would be oriented more 

towards a qualitative observational study. 

The second option involves to validating the MVI technique in a controlled user study. The 

requirements of this study are the following: 

1. The study should simulate a co-located collaborative work session, since this is the 

principal usage mode of large scale HREs, and the proposed software infrastructure 

specifically supports it. Therefore, testing sessions should involve at least two users 

working together in a problem solving or visual analysis task. 

2. A subset of data used in the study should be designed to allow users to be trained 

quickly enough to interpret it, and solve sole simple task based on it. Tasks could 

involve identifying features in the data like geographical points, boundaries or outliers. 

The task should also be designed to encourage manipulation of the dataset and 3D 

navigation 
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3. The study should require the use of multiple, inter-related 2D and 3D views of data. 

The 3D data should be dense or spatially complex, to encourage the use of stereo 

cues and physical navigation around the data.  

4. The layout of views, and the creation/destruction of views should be determined by 

users as part of the experiment. 

5. Users should use wands, tracked glasses or remote pointers to control views 

independently, to favor the use of different collaboration patterns. 

Given the desire to collect quantitative data on the effectiveness of MVI, the controlled 

experiment was considered a better choice. Following the requirements listed above, the following 

sections will detail a controlled experiment design that emulates with good accuracy typical usage 

patterns of a large scale Hybrid Reality Environment. 

 Research Questions and Hypotheses 

My central research question can be stated as follows: given a representative 3D analysis 

task, does Multiview Immersion provide any benefits to co-located collaboration, compared to 

classic display usage techniques?  I consider both objective and subjective benefits. An objective 

benefit would be increased effectiveness of MVI versus alternatives. We can further break down 

effectiveness into efficiency (i.e. time to completion for a task) and precision (i.e. the amount of 

errors in the analysis result).  

My hypothesis around objective benefits is that a suitable 3D data analysis / quality 

assessment task carried out by two collaborating users will be completed more efficiently, 

precisely or both in the MVI condition compared to alternative conditions. Efficiency and precision 
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can be assessed in different ways but I concentrate on task time-to-completion and number of 

errors respectively.  

Regarding subjective benefits, my hypothesis is that users will find MVI more pleasant to use 

than alternatives. To be more specific, I expect users to be more ‘engaged’ with the analysis task 

in the MVI condition: this can be measured by observing the communication and collaboration 

patterns during the experiment and also by gathering data through post-experiment questions.  

An additional research question is centered on the presence of multiple views and the nature 

of interaction in this system. Since we are giving users the option to control and rearrange views, 

we also expect users to engage with this feature without having it become a hindrance to their 

main analysis objective. Clearly, if users were to never engage with multiple views we would have 

invalidated one of the core driving principles behind MVI. Moreover, if rearranging multiple 

immersive views is so cumbersome as to consume significant analysis time, we would need to 

rethink our interaction design. 

One realization following from this research question is that setting limits to the extent to which 

users can customize the number of views and their arrangement can be beneficial, if that doesn’t 

have an impact on the analysis’ effectiveness. My main objective is understanding the value of 

multiview immersion, independently of the interaction techniques chosen to control the views 

themselves. This is also the motivating factor for keeping the view control implementation 

separate from the rest of the MVI implementation, as explained at the end of 4.2.4. At the end of 

that section, I described an alternative implementation for view control using presets. I will use 

that implementation in the user study, in order to focus my analysis to the benefits of multiview 

immersion regardless of the specific interaction scheme used to control views.  
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My hypothesis regarding multiple view interaction is that different user groups will choose 

different view layouts depending on the way they choose to approach the task and how they prefer 

to collaborate. I also hypothesize that the time users spend rearranging views will be limited to 

avoid conflicting with their actual task. 

 Materials 

The user study was based around a collaborative quality assessment task of 3D sonar data. 

15 groups of two users completed the same task using three different subsets of the data under 

three different conditions simulating classic immersion (3D) classing multiview (2D) and multiview 

immersion. The next section will describe the general system setup. In 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 I will 

present the dataset and application used for this study. They both derive from the work done for 

the NASA ENDURANCE project (see 3.5.1). 

 Setup 

The study was carried out in CAVE2. I used two sets of tracked glasses and two wands, one 

for each user in a user study session. A table and two chairs were placed close to center of 

CAVE2. A computer was used to control the views, and additional material related to the 

experiment dataset was be made accessible: Users were provided with paper forms to fill out with 

their data quality assessment. For a review of material used in this study refer to Appendix A. One 

camera and microphone were installed to record the session. 

 Dataset 

Point cloud data from NASA ENDURANCE was selected as the dataset for the user study. 

The dataset consists of ~50 partially overlapping sonar scans (dives) of an Antarctic lake, plus 

additional measurements of lake depth at several points in the lake. All of the dives were 
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accessible to the users during the experiment, but a pre-determined subset was part of the actual 

quality-assessment tasks. Three groups of dives were selected, one for each of the three 

conditions, with 5 dives per group. Each group of dives contained dives with one or more ‘defects’. 

Typical issues present in dives are: 

 Noise above or below the correct measured depth 

 Noise or artifacts around the correct measured depth 

 Missing data 

 Misaligned data 

Each set of 5 dives were designed to contain approximately the same number of defects 

overall. These defects were present in the original data and were not introduced specifically for 

this study. 
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 The IceCloud application 

The users had access to an application to view and analyze the point cloud data in CAVE2 

(Figure 34). The application allows users to freely navigate around the data using a tracked 3D 

wand. 6DOF navigation was available in all conditions. Navigation speed was fixed, and users 

could reset the view to the center of the lake if desired. The 3D model scale was fixed to 1:1 and 

could not be changed by participants. Each user was able to use a separate wand to control one 

view of their choosing (views available depended on the experimental condition, detailed in the 

next section). Users were able to select which dives were visible, from a list of all the available 

dives (15 total). Moreover, users were allowed to mark one dive per view as the active dive for 

that view. The active dive was displayed in a different color on all views. The list of available dives, 

indicating which dives were visible and active, was displayed on all views. Users could scroll 

through the dives using the directional arrows on the wand, and use two buttons to toggle visible 

and active dives. A detailed description of available controls is presented at the end of Appendix 

A.  

 

Figure 34. An early version of the IceCloud application being used by two members of the ENDURANCE 
team to validate the quality of sonar point cloud data. The version used in the study added support for 
marking active dives and the 2D dive timeline overlay, as explained in 5.2.3 
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A 2D plot of the dive depth profile was available inside a 2D overlay. Users were able to scroll 

through time on the 2D profile and have a specific area of the active dive outlined in the main 3D 

view (Figure 35). In experimental conditions where multiple views are available, the active dive 

selection was synchronized between all views. Finally, users could access a top-down view mode. 

In this mode, the camera changed to display the entire lake from above, and both stereo and 

head tracking were disabled for the view. The main purpose of this view was to allow users to get 

an overview of all currently visible dives.  

 

 
Figure 35. Screenshot of the desktop version of IceCloud, showing one active dive in green. Other, not 
selected dives are rendered in white. For the active dive, the path followed by the ENDURANCE vehicle 
is rendered as a yellow line. The orange columns represent high-precision depth measurement 
locations. The scatterplot on the top-left corner represents a timeline of the active dive with recorded 
depth on the y axis. The dive selector GUI can be used to toggle dive visibility and select the active 
dive. 
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 Methods 

Groups of 2 participants were asked to complete a series of analysis and quality evaluation / 

classification tasks on 3D data (point clouds), under 3 conditions: 

1. Multiview 2D (2D) Condition: The display supports multiple views with 2D features only 

(no stereo rendering, no head tracking), both users are allowed to control and re-

arrange views. This condition simulates a ‘standard’ multi-user 2D display walls 

2. Single View Immersive 3D (3D) Condition: The display runs a single view with 3D 

features enabled. A single is tracked and allowed to control navigation. Users can 

allowed alternatively take control of the view using a button on their input devices 

(wand). This condition simulates a standard single-view immersive display 

environment, except that both participants can use their input device to negotiate 

control instead of having to pass a single device around.  

3. Multiview Immersive (MVI) Condition: The display supports multiple 3D views. Both 

users are allowed to control and re-arrange views. 

The order of conditions changed for each user group in the study to adjust for learning effects. 

Given the limited number of research subjects I planned to recruit (30 divided in 15 groups), I 

were not able to test all possible permutations of experimental conditions to obtain statistically 

significant comparisons between them. Since our objective is comparing MVI to alternatives, I 

chose to have the MVI condition as the first one for half of our experiments and the last one of 

the rest. This allowed us to compare task error rates for MVI to the aggregate alternatives.  

To elicit collaboration and force an efficient use of time, users were given a limited amount of 

time to complete each task. Preliminary observations let us determine 20 minutes as a good limit, 
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pushing users to concentrate on the task while being long enough to expect most groups to 

complete it. This was a hard time limit: once time expired the test was stopped and participants 

had to submit their quality assessment in its current state. As the study facilitator, I kept users 

informed of how much time was left for the current task.  

 Task 

For each condition users were given a set of 5 predetermined dives from the ENDURANCE 

dataset. A dive is a single mission for the ENDURANCE vehicle, covering a portion of the lake 

with a sonar scan. Users were asked to judge the quality of each dive compared to other dives in 

the set. The comparison was based on the amount of noise found in the dive, its alignment to 

other dives and high-precision depth measurements, and the size of the area covered by the dive. 

Users were asked to order the five dives from best to worst, using a paper form. After reaching 

an agreement on the ordering, users would ask the facilitator to stop the task. If the 20 minute 

time limit expired, the facilitator ended the task and collected the forms in their current state.  

 Use study structure 

1. The two users gathered in the CAVE2 room and completed the initial consent and 

media release forms. 

2. The users were given a brief background on the data they were about to analyze. 

3. The facilitator introduced users to the visualization application and its basic controls. 

4. The users were allowed to freely use the application for about 10 minutes. During 

this phase, the screen was split in half, so each user was be able to experiment 

independently.  
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5. The users started the quality assessment task for each of three conditions (pre-

randomized). 

6. During the user study the facilitator provided briefing, training and debriefing. During 

the actual task, the facilitator was present in the CAVE2 environment with the users 

and was available to answer technical questions the users had on usage of the 

application. The facilitator also provided overall information on the data the users 

were analyzing but did not answer questions that related directly to the user task (i.e. 

if part of a dive was a defect, or if a specific dive quality was higher/lower than 

another). 

7. During debriefing users completed a questionnaire to assess the usability and ease 

of collaboration for each of the three conditions. Users were also elicited to provide 

additional unstructured comments about the features of each condition. 

In conditions where multi-views are supported (2D and MVI), users were given access to up 

to three separate views of the data, and were allowed to re-arrange the views on the display. View 

control was performed through a web interface. The web interface let users choose one of 6 pre-

defined ‘slots’ for each view: Left or right 1/3 of the display, left or right half of the display, center 

of the display, full display (with a 7th option to hide the view). While the MVI implementation lets 

users freely arrange views on the display, this feature was disabled for the user study, to limit 

interaction complexity. 

 Participants 

I recruited participants by posting announcements to the UIC graduate student mailing list. I 

also directly recruited faculty, students and staff from the Electronic Visualization Laboratory (lab 

members are known to utilize HREs regularly in their work). Additionally, I looked to recruit 
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scientists from the pool of collaborators who are familiar with this work and who actively use HREs 

or other large-scale displays in their research. Potential participants were recruited using E-mail 

(the recruitment letter is attached in Appendix A). The study took place at the Electronic 

Visualization Laboratory at UIC. Details on participants will be listed at the beginning of Chapter 

6. 

 Data Collection 

Audio and video was recorded for the full study excluding briefing and debriefing. The 

application automatically collected user tracking data (user position, gaze direction, input). Users 

were asked to keep the tracked glasses on their heads at all times, even when in the 2D 

condition). The application also collected data on view arrangement, user-view assignment, view 

location, etc. User tracking and view tracking were saved in two separate files. For each user 

study, a new file was generated for each condition. File names contained information on the user 

group id, condition, condition permutation, dive set. 

 Summary 

In this chapter I presented my research questions and hypotheses on the benefits of Multiview 

Immersion compared to other classical alternatives (single view immersion and 2D multiview 

systems). Based on our research questions I outlined a user study designed to test our 

hypotheses and collect additional data for potential post-hoc analysis. In order to be as realistic 

as possible, the user study leverages a real-world dataset derived from the NASA ENDURANCE 

project which I described in chapter 3. The next chapter will outline the results of this study. 
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RESULTS 

The user study sessions took place between March and May 2016. As described in the 

previous chapter, I recruited 30 participants for this study: 18 were students or staff at the 

Electronic Visualization Laboratory. 8 Were graduate and undergraduate UIC students from 

outside EVL. 4 were people external to UIC, recruited directly by the Author. 20 participants were 

already familiar with CAVE2. The other 10 received an additional introduction to the system, to 

let them familiarize with the platform before the actual study. All but 4 users received a basic 

stereo perception test before the start of the experiment: simple shapes were drawn at different 

distances on the CAVE2 display and users were asked to identify the closest to them. All 

participants passed this test. 4 users skipped this test due to technical issues: these particular 

users have extensive experience with CAVE2: I have a reasonable expectation they would have 

performed similarly to other participants in the test. All experiments were carried out according to 

the plan described in 6.3.2, without outstanding variations. All groups were able to complete the 

three quality assessment tasks within the allotted 20 minutes. No incomplete answers were 

submitted. The average task completion time was 15 minutes. As one would expect, task time 

decreased for the three tasks (16.6 minutes for the first task, 14.6 for the second, 13.5 for the 

third). 
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 Multiview Immersion vs other techniques 

As described in the user study design, I used the results of the user study task to understand 

how Multiview Immersion compares to single view 3D and multiview 2D in supporting the 

collaborative analysis of 3D data. Specifically, I planned to compare the amount of errors 

participants committed for each technique, and how long it took them to complete the assigned 

task. The hypothesis I set forward to test was that participants would commit fewer errors in the 

  

   

Figure 36. Pictures from the user study, showing example of different user collaboration styles and view 
setups. Top left: users discuss over a single full screen view. Top right: users look at two side by side 
views (one 2D top-down view and one immersive). Bottom left: users collaborate on a side view with 
one of them controlling navigation. Bottom right: users are working in parallel on two immersive views 
on the sides of the screen (not visible), with a central shared view showing the 2D top-down view of the 
lake. 
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Multiview Immersion condition compared to the alternatives, spend less time completing the task, 

or both. For the sake of brevity and consistent with the previous chapter, the rest of this chapter 

will refer to the three experimental conditions using the following abbreviations: 

 Multiview Immersion: MVI 

 Multiview view 2D: 2D 

 Single view 3D: 3D 

 Task error score 

The error score for each participant team / condition was measured comparing the ordered 

sequence of dives submitted by the team to a reference sequence established while assembling 

the dive sets for each task. The three dive sets used in the experiment were assembled to have 

a similar difficulty. Each set of five dives consisted of two dives that could have easily been 

identified as the best and worst of the set, plus three intermediate dives whose sorting was more 

challenging. The dive sets were designed to contain a similar number of features that required 

analysis (like larger/smaller covered areas and sequences with noise above and below the lake 

reference surface). 

To ensure that reference sequences of dives were fair and clearly identifiable, a pilot user 

study with two users was performed using the same conditions of the real study with the following 

exceptions: time limit on task completion was removed and two participants were directed to be 

as precise as possible in ordering the dives. If the pilot users’ dive sequences were identical or 

very similar to the reference ones, we could confirm the sequences were fair and the tasks were 

presented correctly. The pilot study participants submitted three dive sequences that exactly 

matched the reference sequences. 
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To assess the error score for each team / condition pair I measured the element-by-element 

distance of the two sequences. Given a dive set of 5 dives d, the submitted sequence 𝑠 ∈ ℕ5 and 

reference sequence 𝑟 ∈ ℕ5are orderings of d: for instance r1 = 2 means that the first (i.e. best) 

dive in the reference sequence is the second one in the dive set d. The error score for s compared 

to r is: 𝑒 = ∑ |𝑟𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖|
5
𝑖=1 . Computing the error score this way allows us to compare the number of 

quality assessment errors in a sequence, giving larger errors more weight. 

 

The 3D and 2D conditions were merged to avoid learning effects in the analysis of data.  

During the experiment the MVI condition was first and last half of the time. I did not have enough 

research subjects to randomize all three of the conditions a sufficient number of times to achieve 

a strong enough comparison between groups. Therefore, this analysis compares the performance 

of the MVI condition against the average performance of alternatives (2D and 3D). A significant 

statistical result would mean MVI is better than this average, but I could not specify whether MVI 

is better than both, or if just one of the two alternative condition drives this effect. On the other 

      

Figure 37. Left: the adjusted error score for the three experimental conditions. Right: the adjusted error 
score for aggregated 2D, 3D vs MVI. Correcting for baseline error within groups reduces the error 
standard deviation, especially for MVI. 
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hand, observing the error score distribution of the 2D and 3D conditions in figure 38 left we can 

observe they are quite similar so we can reasonably assume a test against their average would 

hold for both conditions, given a large enough experimental sample. I used a paired t test to 

compare the means of the MVI and non-MVI samples. Two-tailed P(T<=t) is 0.048, just below the 

significance threshold.  

It is worth pointing out that the standard deviations of the error score samples for the three 

conditions are quite large. This can be explained by the variation of average error scores between 

user study groups:  some participants performed better or worse on all three conditions than 

others. In this analysis what matters most is how much the error score changed depending on 

experimental condition within a group, while comparing the error scores across groups wasn’t as 

meaningful. This is why a paired t-test was used in the statistical analysis. To better illustrate the 

error score variation between categories, I also computed an adjusted error score, subtracting 

the minimum score for a group to the three conditions in order to isolate the error score variation 

from each group error baseline. The average and standard deviation for the adjusted error scores 

are presented in Figure 38. 

 Display Usage and Collaboration 

Another observation I planned to carry out was on participant’s use of multiple views in the 

2D and MVI conditions. Specifically, I collected data on how many views were active at any point 

during the experiment, and whether users were interacting with or looking at them. To reconstruct 

view usage behavior, I used the tracking data from user’s stereo glasses, converted the user 

position and gaze direction to a point on the display and cross-referenced it with the view layout 

active at that time. The gaze to screen point conversion uses the same logic presented in 4.2.4 

while discussing hybrid interaction. 
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View usage varied widely from group to group. While some participant teams used all the 

available views in the 2D and MVI conditions, others limited their view usage to one view, even 

when multiple views were available on the display. Based on this observation it is worth 

investigating whether the number of effective views used by participants has any effect on their 

error rate or task completion time.  

 

Figure 38 illustrates the results of this analysis: it appears the number of views used by a team 

has no correlation to that team’s performance. This result is somewhat counterintuitive. 2D and 

3D error averages and standard deviations are very similar, suggesting the effect of immersion 

alone on performance is small. Since error score analysis suggests MVI is better than 2D and 3D 

average performance, one would expect the other major differentiating feature (multiple views) to 

be the main driver of improvement on the data analysis task used in the study. One possible 

     

Figure 38. Correlation between the average number of used by a group and task completion time (left) 
and error score (right). The lines represent the linear regression result, which is not significant in both 
cases. For task completion time, R2=0.08, p=0.13. For adjusted error score, R2=0.04, p=0.28.  
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explanation is that while immersion alone and multiple views alone don’t have a measurable 

impact on error scores, the presence of both does: MVI might provide an improvement to precision 

that can’t be trivially assessed as the aggregate improvement from multiple views and immersion.  

 

 

 View Usage Patterns 

One hypothesis formulated before the user study stated that a team’s use of views and display 

space allocation would be dependent on the current task. For instance, users might operate a 

different a different number of views on the display depending on whether they are in the initial 

phase of a task (getting an initial sense of the dives’ structure) in the central phase (carrying out 

 
Figure 39. View usage patterns observed during the user study in the 2D and MVI conditions. The top 
row shows a diagram of each pattern, illustrating the relation between users and the views they are 
observing. The bottom row shows examples of how each pattern appear in the view usage logs. The 
parallel pattern (left) shows as two separate lines. The support pattern (center) shows as one line (red 
in the example) jumping between two views while the other is mostly static. The collaborative pattern 
shows as both lines frequently moving between two (or more) views. 

Parallel CollaborativeSupport
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the quality assessment task) or in the final phase (synthesizing and reviewing the results). Based 

on the user logs and observations during the user study, I identified three main multiview usage 

patterns (Figure 39). 

In the Parallel pattern, the users are acting independently, with each user interacting 

exclusively with one view. In the user logs, this pattern can be identified by two separate lines on 

the log. This pattern was used by teams that split the task into separate components that could 

be worked on independently. 

In the Collaborative pattern, users are observing together one or more views, switching 

frequently their gaze direction. In the user logs this pattern is identified by user lines frequently 

jumping between views, often at the same time. This pattern was used either at the end of a task, 

when reviewing the quality assessment before submission, or throughout the task for teams that 

choose not to split the task into separate components. 

In the Support pattern, one user interacted almost exclusively with one view, while the other 

switched between multiple views. In the user logs, this pattern is identified by one flat user line, 

with another jumping frequently between views. This pattern is a hybrid between the Parallel and 

Collaborative patterns, with the users doing partially independent work but one user (the one 

observing multiple views) in charge of synthesizing results regularly instead of waiting until the 

end of the task. 

Examples of view usage logs are shown in Figure 40 and 41 with annotated instances of the 

patterns listed above. 
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(1) 

 

(2) 

 

(3) 

 

Figure 40. Examples of full view usage logs (the full list of logs can be found in Appendix B). The X axis 
is time in minutes. The Y axis represents the view ID (0-3). View -1 indicates the user is looking down 
(normally checking the user dive document, writing notes etc.). 

1) Users start collaborating on one, then multiple views. Between minutes 4-10 they mostly work in 
parallel. Minutes 12-16 are collaborative, followed by a brief parallel session, then collaboration on a 
single view, likely to review results. 

2) Users spend minutes 0-6 collaborating on a single view. The rest of the session is spent on two of 
the three available views either in the collaborative or support pattern. This work structure has been 
observed in groups that choose a streamlined approach at the beginning (a single view), then add more 
views to the system only when/if needed. This is different from group 1, which allocated 3 views on 
screen right from the start. 

3) Participants spend minutes 0 – 31/2 collaborating on a single view (0, documents, 2). This is followed 
by mostly parallel work up to minute 11. In this case, similar to group 1, users choose to split the task 
between them and started analyzing different dives on separate views. Minutes 11-18 are spent 
collaborating on a single view, likely to synthesize the outcome of parallel work. Minutes 18-20 are 
dedicated to reviewing the results before submission, checking them on multiple views. Note that this 
recording proceeds after minute 20, but data after20 is a recording artifact and not included in analysis.   

Collaboration Collaboration
(single view)

Parallel Collaboration

Collaboration
(single view)

Support Collaboration

Collaboration
(single view)

Parallel Support Support
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Figure 41. Examples of view usage patterns appearing in multiple experiments. Examples 1, 2, 3 show 
a common structure: an analysis phase (using multiple views) is followed by a synthesis phase where 
users consolidate their individual work. The review phase is spent recording the results and double-
checking against the visualization. Examples 4, 5, 6 show a different structure: an initial planning phase 
involves both participants looking at the full dataset together using a single view, and deciding how to 
proceed with in-depth analysis. In particular, example 6 shows a view usage log where all four phases 
can be identified.  

Analysis Synthesis Review

AnalysisPlanning

1

2

3

4

5

6
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 Collaboration Patterns 

While the view usage pattern described in the previous section are useful in characterizing 

how participants interacted with multiple views during the user study, they don’t fully capture the 

patterns of activity and interaction between users. For this reason, in addition to the gaze direction 

data I used the participant conversation records and intra-study observations to identify main 

patterns of collaboration between the two users, beyond their interaction with the display. These 

patterns are defined in part by the view usage patterns described above, but they also consider 

conversation between users, and whether users are just observing views or actively interacting 

with them. Conversation activity was recorded at1-minuteintervals, and identified simply by the 

presence of verbal communication between users, regardless of content. Given the simplicity of 

this coding scheme, I did not consider it necessary to check for inter-rater reliability on the coding 

results. Based on data from the user study, I identified four major collaboration patterns. These 

patterns are summarized in Table VIII and are the following: 

1. In the Joint Work pattern both users are collaborating on the same task. Users are 

actively discussing the task and might be either both interacting with views 

(Collaborative view pattern) or only one of them is while the other is providing 

additional insights (Support view pattern) 

2. In the Parallel Activity pattern users are working independently. This corresponds to 

the Parallel view pattern. While in parallel activity, there is little to no conversation 

going on between the users. Both users are interacting with views. 

3. In the Single User pattern, one user is actively observing and interacting with the 

views, while the other user appears to disengage from the task. 
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4. In the Planning pattern the users are choosing how to organize the task’s work (either 

at the beginning or some other time during the task itself). In this pattern users are 

actively engaged in conversation, and are typically deciding how to use the display 

space (i.e. how many views to have on screen, who will control them etc.). One user 

is in charge of the actual display configuration, with the other user’s input. The view 

usage pattern is collaborative, as both users are looking at all the available views until 

planning is complete. 

 

One initial observation based on this data related to one of the study hypotheses: users would 

spend a limited amount of time organizing views, and this time would not be significantly higher 

in the MVI condition compared to the classic multiview 2D condition. On average, users spent 39 

seconds or 4.3% of the average task time (15 minutes) organizing views. The time dedicated to 

organizing views was actually slightly lower for MVI compared to the 2D condition: 30 seconds vs 

48 seconds respectively.  

 
VIEW USAGE 

PATTERN 
ACTIVE USER CONVERSATION 

JOINT WORK /  
DISCUSSION 

Collaborative, Support One or Both Yes 

PARALLEL ACTIVITY Parallel Both No 

SINGLE USER Support One No 

DISPLAY 
ORGANIZATION 

Collaborative One Yes 

Table VIII. Summary of the identified collaboration patterns. Each pattern is classified based on the way 
the display is used (based on the view usage patterns discussed in 7.3.1), how many users are actively 
controlling views, and whether users are engaged in discussion. 
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As an additional post-hoc analysis, I analyzed how collaboration patterns were distributed 

across the three experimental conditions, to establish if the presence of multiple views, immersion 

or both had any effect on the way teams collaborated. Specifically, I want to address the following 

post-experiment questions: 

1. Is the single user pattern (that is, user engagement) affected by the availability of 

multiple views or immersion? 

2. Are users more likely to work in parallel if multiple views are enhanced with immersion? 

3. Do users lean more towards collaborating on the same task vs working independently 

in any of the conditions? 

Figure 42 shows the single user pattern frequency for MVI non-MVI (2D+3D) conditions and 

for 3D vs multiview (2D + MVI) conditions. Both comparisons are statistically significant (one tailed 

t-test MVI vs NOMVI  p=0.03, 3D vs MV p = 0.046). We can conclude that while immersion alone 

has a positive effect on user engagement, reducing the rate of single user activity, multiview 

immersion has an even more significant impact, reducing single user activity from an average of 

~17% to ~5%. 
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Figure 42. The frequency of occurrence of single user pattern in 3D, MV (2D+MVI), MVI, NOMVI 
(2D+3D) conditions. Since this pattern in undesirable (it suggest one user is not engaged with the task), 
high values of single user pattern occurrence are negative 

 

       

Figure 43.  Left: The frequency of parallel work for the 2D and MVI conditions (3D is excluded as parallel 
work is not considered for a single view). Right: frequency of collaborative work for 2D, 3D, Immersive 
(3D+MVI) and multiview (2D+MVI) conditions. 
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Figure 43 left shows parallel work pattern frequency for the 2D vs MVI conditions. In this case, 

the 3D condition was excluded since parallel work was not possible with a single view. The 

difference is not statistically significant: immersion does not appear to determine how much teams 

choose to work in parallel. On the other hand, the frequency of collaborative work significantly 

improves for immersive (3D + MVI) conditions vs 2D (p=0.001) and for the 3D condition alone vs 

multiview conditions albeit less significantly (p=0.027). These results are shown in Figure 43 right: 

immersion appears to improve the rate of collaboration between users.  

To summarize these results:  both immersion alone and multiview immersion appear to have 

a positive impact on co-located collaboration. They increase the likelihood that both users in a 

two user team remain active and work jointly on an analysis task, with multiview immersion having 

a larger impact on this. An interpretation for this result is that while immersion alone increases the 

engagement of users with the data, the addition of multiple independently controllable views 

makes it possible for each users to ‘own’ a part of the visualization and independently control it if 

desired. This avoids a typical drawback of classical immersive system, where a single user can 

be in charge of controlling the visualization, establishing an imbalance in the activity between the 

users and making it more likely that one of them will temporarily lose focus on the task. 

 Survey 

The survey was divided in three sections. The first consisted of 12 questions asking the user 

to agree or disagree with a statement using a 10-point likert scale. The questions were designed 

to elicit an evaluation of the collaborative, immersive and multi-view features used in the study. 

The questions were the following: 
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1. Having multiple views (both 2D and 3D) helped me in the analysis of the ENDURANCE 

data. 

2. Looking at a 3D immersive view that the other user was in control of (with navigation 

and/or head tracking) made me uncomfortable. 

3. Placing views and choosing which view to interact with was easy. 

4. With a single immersive view, time controlling the application was split evenly between 

me and the other user. 

5. Synchronization of active dives between multiple views helped in the analysis. 

6. I wanted to be able to re-arrange views freely instead of using pre-configured options 

(center, left, right, etc.). 

7. 3D immersion (stereo view and head tracking) helped me understand the structure of 

the data. 

8. The ability to re-arrange and resize views was useful. 

9. When multiple views were available, it was difficult to decide how to best use them. 

10. 3D immersive views made me uncomfortable. 

11. Having multiple views (both 2D and 3D) facilitated splitting work between me and the 

other user. 

12. I wanted to use more than three views. 
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The second section asked the user to rank the three techniques used during the study (Single 

View Immersion, Multiview 2D and Multiview Immersion) based on five criteria: 

1. Ease of  use 

2. Usefulness in splitting tasks evenly 

3. Collaboration 

4. Enjoyability 

5. Overall favorite 

Users were allowed to rank two techniques with the same number, if they felt they were 

comparable for any of the criteria above. This section of the survey was designed to assess how 

each technique performed compared to the others based on the experience of each participant. 

The final section of the survey consisted on one optional, open question asking users for any 

additional observation on the study and on the Multiuser interaction technique.  

 Results: Questionnaire 

To analyze questions of the first part of the survey they were grouped in three categories 

based on the specific aspect of the user study they covered. All the questions were cross-cutting 

and did not refer to one specific technique. For each category, questions were designed to outline 

one positive and negative aspect of that category. By aggregating the results of these questions, 

it was possible to assess the subjective value users gave to collaboration, immersion and 

interaction with multiple views for the user study. 
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For collaboration, the underlying question was: do multiple view help organizing and splitting 

the work between users (questions 1, 11) or is a single view sufficient? (Question 4). Collaboration 

in a single view was scored as 5 on average, while multiple views were scored at 8.2 on average. 

The complete score breakdown is shown in Figure 44 left. The difference is statistically significant 

(p < 0.001) 

For Immersion, the underlying question was: does immersion help analyzing the data 

(question 7) without causing discomfort to the user? (Questions 10, 2). The results are shown in 

figure 44 center. Immersion helpfulness was scored on average at 8.3, while discomfort was 

scored at 2.3. The difference is significant (p < 0.001) although in this case the two questions 

address different aspects of immersion, so a statistical comparison between them isn’t as 

meaningful as looking at the scores separately. 

For interaction with multiple views, the underlying question was: were multiple views easy to 

use and beneficial (3, 5, 8, 9) or were they too limited? (Questions 6 12). The beneficial/easy to 

     

Figure 44. Results from the exit survey. Questions are grouped based on topic. Left: collaboration 
Center: immersion. Right: Interaction with multiple views. Higher scores are better. 
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use score average was 7, while multiple views being limited scored an average of 4.23. These 

results are shown in Figure 44 right. The difference is statistically significant (p < 0.001). 

 

 Results: Technique Rankings 

As explained in section 5.4, the second part of the exit survey asked participants to rank the 

three experimental conditions (2D, 3D, MVI) based on a set of criteria: Ease of use, usefulness in 

splitting tasks and easing collaboration, enjoyability and overall favorite technique.  Figure 45 

reports the average rankings for each technique on the criteria listed above. Based on these 

results, I wanted to test three hypotheses focusing on ease of use, usefulness and general 

likeability. The tests were carried out using a multi-factor ANOVA with a post-hoc t-test between 

samples. 

     

Figure 45. Technique ranking results. Gray bands are 95% confidence intervals around the average 
rank. Lower values are better. 
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For Ease of use, I expected MVI to perform at least as well as the 2D and 3D techniques. In 

other words, I wanted to ensure users’ subjective assessment was that MVI was no more difficult 

to use than the alternatives. This measure complements the objective measure of planning time 

analyzed in 6.2. MVI actually ranked better than the 2D and 3D techniques (1.4 vs 2 and 1.8 

respectively). The difference in ranking between 2D and MVI is statistically significant (p <0.1). 

For Usefulness in splitting tasks evenly and Collaboration we expected MVI and 2D to rank 

better than 3D. In particular, the hypothesis was that multiple views in 2D and MVI would be useful 

in splitting tasks (parallel work), and would also be potentially beneficial for collaboration (joint 

work), with MVI being overall better than 2D. We saw in section 6.2.2 how, somewhat surprisingly, 

parallel work did not increase when multiple views were available. This objective measure is 

confirmed by the user technique rankings: multiview 2D scored worse (2.3) than either 3D or 

multiview immersion (1.6, 1.3). The difference between 2D and 3D, MVI is statistically significant 

(p < 0.1). In conclusion, the presence of multiple views didn’t increase the amount of parallel work 

between subjects in our objective measure. Moreover, participants considered it actually worse 

than the alternatives. In the collaboration ranking, the collaboration patterns data we discussed in 

5.3.2 suggests that immersive techniques were more beneficial to collaboration than non-

immersive multiview 2D. The technique rankings confirm this, with 2D scoring worse (2.1) than 

3D MVI (1.8, 1.3). The difference is statistically significant, but only between MVI and 2D (p <0.1).  

For Enjoyability and Overall Favorite we expected MVI to rank better than both the 2D and 

3D. As these are both subjective measures, there is no objective data discussed in previous 

section that we can compare this result against. On these two rankings MVI performed 

significantly better than the alternatives. For enjoyability, MVI scored an average 1.3 vs 2.3 and 
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2.2 of the 2D and 3D techniques respectively. For overall favorite, MVI scored 1.3 vs 2.4 and 2.1 

for 2D and 3D. Both these comparisons were significant with (p<0.1). 

It should be noted that there is a possibility of implicit bias in the technique ranking results, as 

a significant portion of participants, being from the Electronic Visualization Lab, was familiar with 

the background of this research. The purpose of the study was stated to be a comparison of 

different techniques for collaboration in large immersive displays, and Multiview Immersion was 

never explicitly indicated as the Author’s proposed technique. That said, it can’t be excluded that 

participants (even the ones external to EVL) built an understanding of which technique was really 

being tested, potentially biasing their ranking in questions 13-17. 

On the other hand, it is remarkable how well subjective and objective measures agreed in this 

study. It’s important to point out that we are not suggesting that collaboration in multiview 

immersion is better than 2D multiple views in general. Our user study involved a specific analysis 

task that involved a 3-dimensional dataset with multiple components and moderate-to-high 

complexity. We can extrapolate our results to similar tasks. In these scenarios, the ability of 

multiview immersion to provide both stereoscopy and the ability to look at data from multiple 

viewpoints provides measurable advantages compared to ‘classic’ alternatives.  

 Summary 

In this chapter I discussed the results of a comparative user study, aimed at measuring the 

effectiveness of MVI, 2D and 3D display usage in a quality assessment task of 3D data.  While 

the time to complete tasks was not different between conditions, MVI appears to provide an 

advantage in the precision of analysis, lowering the error score from 3.7 in 3D, 2D to 2.5 in the 

MVI condition. I also observed how different user groups exhibited different view usage and 
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collaboration patterns in their approach to the task, noting how both immersion alone and MVI 

can improve the quality of collaboration between users. On the other hand, the presence of 

immersion does not appear to increase the amount of parallel work between users. Based on 

observations during the study, it is more likely that users will determine how to work on the task 

during the initial planning, and this choice depends more on participant’s preference than the 

experimental condition. The full breakdown of user study results is presented in Appendix B. 
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CONCLUSION 

Collaboration has long been an empowering, often fundamental element in scientific 

endeavors. Its importance is not new, but it is arguably increasing. Part of this is due to the sheer 

complexity of modern research datasets. Part is due to the potential of teams from different 

disciplines tackling a common problem together or looking at it from a different perspective. Hybrid 

Reality environments, with their ability to adapt to widely different analysis modalities can be 

powerful tools in modern scientific work, as long as we provide suitable ways to integrate them 

with researchers’ work.  

This dissertation built on these assumptions to derive two challenges which drove the entirety 

of this work. First, I argued that effective collaboration in Hybrid Reality Environments requires a 

conceptually new software foundation to support this kind of work. The HRE OS model and 

Omegalib are my proposal to address this challenge. I then argued that co-located research 

groups working with heterogeneous visualizations demand flexibility: the display system must 

accommodate to the data and work patterns of users, not the other way around. Multiview 

Immersion (MVI), the central part of this dissertation, is my approach to address this second 

challenge (with a specific focus on HREs). Omegalib and MVI represent together the main 

research line of my Ph.D. studies. 

Validation followed different approaches for Omegalib and MVI. For Omegalib, I relied on 

observations of its use in different groups and for different visual applications (3.5). MVI was 

evaluated through a formal user study (Chapters 5, 6). A significant portion of this dissertation is 

dedicated to the user study design and discussion. Validating MVI by showing some measurable 

advantage on a reasonable analysis task was, in my view, fundamental to justify the need for 
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Multiview Immersion as a concept, not just my particular implementation. I also approached this 

study believing a validation of MVI is important in assessing the value of Hybrid Reality 

Environments in general, as it puts one of their key features to the test. 

While my MVI implementation was built upon my work on Omegalib, I should underscore how 

MVI itself does not depend on Omegalib, or even the HRE operating system model. Omegalib is 

an ideal environment to support MVI, but not necessarily the only one. It could be desirable to 

build some (or all) the features of MVI on top of other large-display software frameworks, possibly 

with some tradeoffs. 

 Limitations 

One potential limitation of this work is in some specifics of the MVI implementation. I chose 

not to define a unified solution for transformation or navigation adjustments as described in 

Chapter 4. While I believe this choice makes sense from a practical standpoint, one could argue 

this is less elegant than a truly generic solution. I investigated this possibility, but could not identify 

a suitable candidate for a truly generic solution without introducing a large amount of complexity 

to the system. For instance point-matching algorithms [96] could be used to compute a view 

adjustment transform from canvas real world corners: however these work for rigid 

transformations: as we saw, on a cylindrical display these would not work correctly without major 

modifications. I believe my solution strikes a good balance between simplicity and effectiveness, 

but further investigation on alternative techniques could provide suitable solutions to this 

challenge. 

There are also areas of the user study that could warrant further exploration. As we saw in 

6.2.1, the effectiveness result (adjusted error score) for MVI vs alternative techniques were 
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positive, but they were right at the threshold of significance. A larger comparative study to further 

qualify differences between MVI, 3D and 2D display usage can strengthen this result, and help 

identify important differentiating factors between those techniques.  

Finally, I noted at the end of chapter 6 that the user study results can only be generalized at 

most to analysis tasks similar to the one implemented in the study. However, it is not difficult to 

envision a variety of real-world tasks similar to the one we used: analysis of 3D MRI scans to 

identify peculiar structures, assessment of noise and features in LIDAR point cloud data, analysis 

of complex structural engineering models are a few examples. 

 Applicability beyond HREs and Further Research Areas 

Hybrid Reality Environments in their current incarnation, depend on the availability of one 

specific display technology: thin-bezel, passive stereoscopic flat displays. We should consider the 

distinct possibility that, depending on market demand, these displays might become more difficult 

to procure, especially with the particular qualities needed for a large scale installation. It’s not 

completely unlikely for projector-based systems to regain importance in the large-scale immersive 

display space. On the other hand, we might see the introduction of even more advanced 

technologies such as bezel-free, OLED surfaces that could be tiled and shaped to the desired 

form factor, and could offer passive (or active) stereo support. 

I believe this uncertainty represents a potential advantage for Omegalib, as it is designed 

specifically to be agnostic to display sizes, geometries and stereo technologies. As discussed in 

chapter 3, Omegalib also supports consumer head-mounted displays, and has been successfully 

used with systems such as the Oculus Rift for several research projects [97][98].     
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A potential which was touched upon in this dissertation is support for multiple views beyond 

HREs. In 3.2.3 we discussed using Omegalib to stream views to secondary devices. This 

technique can be extended beyond local devices to create datacenter or cloud instances of 

Omegalib applications which stream visualizations to devices on demand (view-as-a-service). 

Some work has been done in this area both for the Firefly application (3.5.3) and others. 

 

Another area of applicability and potential research involves variable display geometries. 

Large display vendors such as Mechdyne commercialize systems where the displays themselves 

can be rearranged at runtime, such as CAVE systems where the sides of the CUBE can be 

unfolded to go from enclosed space to flat display. Conceptually, MVI would able to support 

movable display surfaces, using an alternative display configuration builder which adjusts 

transformations based both on canvas positions and changes to the display.  Figure 46 shows 

how this configuration builder would be integrated in the transformation flow I discussed in 4.2.3 

 

Figure 46. The transformation flow, extended to support variable display geometries. 
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Finally, besides the opportunity for extended user studies of MVI, an area deserving further 

exploration is the study of other interaction modalities and cross-display integrations between 

Hybrid Reality Environments and other systems. As an example, we could consider using a tablet 

device or augmented-reality display as a secondary input/output tool. This device can be 

associated to a specific application interactively through combined tracking of the device itself 

and the position of application viewports on screen (Figure 47). As users hold a device in front of 

them (or simply look toward an application using a head-mounted AR system), the runtime will 

identify which application can be seen through the user’s device, based on its tracking data, size 

and user’s head position/orientation. By touching a button or performing a gesture on the personal 

device, the user could associate it to an application, and get a personalized application interface. 

The device could then be used as a see-through interface providing additional information on 

specific areas of the visualization, it could be used as an annotation tool, or it could provide fine-

 

Figure 47. An example of device – application association. By tracking the tablet screen 
position, the application canvas position and the user’s gaze direction, we can link an 
application to the device and advanced interface on the user’s device.  
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grained input controls to the application. Techniques similar to the aforementioned ones have 

been investigated in the past ([87], [99]–[102]), but never in the context of a multi-view immersive 

system or hybrid reality environment. 
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Recruitment Material 

 

Evaluating Multi-View Immersion for Co-Located 

Collaboration Tasks in Hybrid Reality Environments 
Volunteers are needed for a research study being conducted by researchers at the 

University of Illinois at Chicago (Protocol 2015-1288) 

The objective of this study is evaluating techniques for supporting collaborative work 

inside a large-scale immersive environment. As a participant, you would interact with 

scientific data on a large 3D display as well as communicate with other participants. 

After the trial is completed, you would undertake a short survey. 

You must be over 18 years old to participate in this study.  

A trial for this study will take you approximately 2 hours to complete, divided into three 

sections. The study will be audio recorded and videotaped for data analysis. Data 

collected through this study will remain confidential.  

If you are interested, please send e-mail to: afebre2@uic.edu 

Questions and concerns regarding this research should be directed to: 

Principal investigator: Alessandro Febretti 

afebre2@uic.edu 

Phone: 773-426-2146 

 

Faculty sponsor: Andrew E. Johnson 

ajohnson@uic.edu 

Phone: 312-996-3002 
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 User Study Data 

This appendix contains a summary of collected data for each two-participant group in the user 

study. Group 1 was the pilot group and is not included in this summary. The tables include the 

task time, raw error score, view usage log and collaboration log for each condition. These data 

presented here is discussed in chapter 7. 
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Group 2 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 3 

Time 20 Error Score 4 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview 2D Dive Set 1 

Time 19 Error Score 6 

 

 
 

Condition Multiview Immersive Dive Set 2 

Time 20 Error Score 2 
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Group 3 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 3 

Time 14 Error Score 4 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview 2D Dive Set 1 

Time 19 Error Score 4 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview Immersive Dive Set 2 

Time 14 Error Score 4 
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Group 4 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 3 

Time 15 Error Score 6 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview 2D Dive Set 2 

Time 20 Error Score 4 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview Immersive Dive Set 1 

Time 20 Error Score 0 
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Group 5 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 1 

Time 18 Error Score 4 

 

 
 

Condition Multiview 2D Dive Set 2 

Time 16 Error Score 6 

 

 
 

Condition Multiview Immersive Dive Set 3 

Time 18 Error Score 2 
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Group 6 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 3 

Time 15 Error Score 0 

 

 
 

Condition Multiview 2D Dive Set 1 

Time 16 Error Score 0 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview Immersive Dive Set 2 

Time 14 Error Score 2 
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Group 7 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 3 

Time 19 Error Score 0 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview 2D Dive Set 2 

Time 18 Error Score 2 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview Immersive Dive Set 1 

Time 20 Error Score 2 
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Group 8 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 1 

Time 19 Error Score 4 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview 2D Dive Set 2 

Time 13 Error Score 4 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview Immersive Dive Set 3 

Time 12 Error Score 6 
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Group 9 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 1 

Time 16 Error Score 8 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview 2D Dive Set 2 

Time 18 Error Score 4 

 

 
 

Condition Multiview Immersive Dive Set 3 

Time 11 Error Score 7 
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Group 10 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 1 

Time 20 Error Score 4 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview 2D Dive Set 2 

Time 14 Error Score 4 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview Immersive Dive Set 3 

Time 15 Error Score 0 
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Group 11 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 3 

Time 19 Error Score 2 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview 2D Dive Set 2 

Time 20 Error Score 4 

 

 
 

Condition Multiview Immersive Dive Set 1 

Time 20 Error Score 4 
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Group 12 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 1 

Time 15 Error Score 2 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview 2D Dive Set 2 

Time 16 Error Score 0 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview Immersive Dive Set 3 

Time 20 Error Score 0 
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Group 13 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 3 

Time 16 Error Score 4 

 

 

 
Condition Multiview 2D Dive Set 1 

Time 13 Error Score 6 
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Group 14 

Condition Single View Immersive Dive Set 1 

Time  Error Score 4 
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Time  Error Score 6 
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